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Budget clears
House; has
funding for
local projects

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
IN A THICK HAY-ZE: This firefighter from Murray Fire Department's Station 2 sprays down a hay bale that caught fire
Wednesday morning while it was being transported on a flatbed trailer. The hay caught fire around 10 a.m. while it was being
hauled down Main Street. The street was blocked off for a short while and the trailer was moved to a pnvate driveway where
the bale was unrolled, broken apart and the fire extinguished, An MFD official said it is believed friction from the spinning tires
may have ignited the hay.

Presidential candidates return
to Congress for budget votes
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —

D-N.Y., both
promise
to
reverse Bush's

Presidential candidates John
McCain, Barack Obama and

Hillary Clinton interrupted their
campaign schedules to return to
the Senate for votes on taxes and
spending likely to become key
points of contention in the race
for the White House.
Votes on tax cuts and on a
one-year ban on pet projects
topped the Senate's agenda
before an expected late-night
vote tonight to pass a $3 trillion
Democratic budget blueprint.
The nonbinding plan predicts a
balanced budget in four years
and promises generous increases
for many domestic programs,
but achieves those goals only by
assuming major tax increases
when President Bush's tax cuts
expire in about three years.
Obama. D-111., and Clinton,

tax

cuts

for

wealthier taxpayers. but the
Democratic
budget they'll
be voting for
would
allow
income
tax
McCain
rates to go up
on individuals making as little
as $31,850 and couples earning
$63,700 or more.
Across the Capitol. the
House was to vote on a companion Democratic measure predicting larger surpluses while
allowing $683 billion worth of
tax increases over five years
with the expiration of Bush's tax
cuts.
A Republican alternative that
largely mirrored a plan by pre-

sumptive GOP
nominee
McCain
of
Arizona to pt'

manently
extend Bush's
tax cuts and
eliminate the
alternative
minimum tax
was expected
Obama
to fail badly,
with party moderates distancing
themselves from the GOP plan's
huge cuts in popular programs
like Medicare, housing, community development, and the
Medicaid health care program
for the poor and disabled. Such
cuts were needed to make room
for big tax cuts and still project a
balanced budget.
Congress' annual budget
debate involves a nonbinding
budget resolution that sets the

stage for subsequent bills
affecting.taxes,
bertent
programs such as

Medicare. and
the
annual
appropriations
bills. Unless
such follow-up
legislation is
Clinton
passed, however, the budget debate has little
real effect and is mostly about
making statements about party
pnorities.
This is such a year. Congress
rarely tackles difficult budget
issues as elections loom, and a
standoff with Bush means that
Democrats may even take a pass
on advancing the 12 annual
appropriations bills.

•See Page 2A

By TOM BERRY
Staff Report
Fifth District Rep. Melvin
Henley says a budget bill passed
by
House
lawmakers
Wednesday
reverses steep
cuts in primary,
secondary and
post-secondary
education proposed by Gov.
Steve Beshear
and promises
many important
Henley
benefits
to
Murray and Calloway County.
Henley, D-Murray, said in a
news release this (Thursday)
morning that an $18.7 billion
House budget fully funds K-12
education across the state, plus
prevents eradicating $33 million
in funding for KEES scholarships which helps high school
students obtain a college degree.
Funding for after-school
tutoring, textbook purchases

the legislation will be financed
by an estimated $200 million in
revenue from a proposed hike in
the state's cigarette tax. The
House has proposed raising the
current levy by 25 cents per
pack. The state would also refinance general fund debt and
some services would face higher taxes.
"Considering the times and
considering the budget that was
sent to us, this is a very good
budget," House Speaker Jody
Richards. D-Bowling Green,
said to reporters after the vote.
Lawmakers were reportedly
narrowly split on a reven4
package aimed at closing
Kentucky's projected revenut
shortfall of nearly $900 millioh
over the next two years. The
proposal cleared the chamber o6
a 50-45 vote, according to the
report. Lawmakers who favored
the plan touted it as a way to offset Beshear's proposed cuts to
public universities and various
.
and professional development
for teachers at the secondary a°vel
Tlir
level are also included, as well restores $130 million over two
as teacher pay hikes of one per- years to the health and human
cent for 2008-09 and three per- services that will continue to
cent for 2009-10.
provided funds for the Meals on
The budget passed the House Wheels program for senior citiby a 84-14 vote. However both zens, restore cuts to the
bills must be approved in the Medicaid health care program
Senate and signed by Beshear.
for the poor, avert massive
"I'm pleased and relieved reductions in mental health
that we in the House were able services and create 35 additionto restore the worst of the cuts al family resource centers at
that had been proposed by the local schools across the state
governor," Henley said. "If that serve disadvantaged chilthese proposed cuts were dren and parents. The funds will
allowed to stand, the potential also prevent a proposed 12 perfor human suffering was cent cut to public health departimmense."
ments and preserve services
According to an Associated
Press report, part of the cost of

•See Page 3A

3-vehicle accident
sends 5 to hospitals

Prescribed
fire planned
at LBL area

Staff Report
HARDIN. Ky. — A three-vehicle accident on Ky. 1824 at the
Marshall/Calloway county line Thursday afternoon sent five people
to local hospitals.
Casondra Thompson, 35, of Benton was northbound on Ky. 1824
when, according to the Marshall County Shenff's Department, she
stopped to make a left hand turn into a church's parking lot. A vehicle driven by Johnny Puckett, 33, of Benton, was unable to stop and
struck the Thompson vehicle in the rear before traveling into the

•See Page 2A
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IT WON'T HURT AT ALL: Casey Turner, right, a fifth grade student at North Elementary
School, makes a face for his friends as he prepares to receive a shot at Wednesday's Tetanus
Clinic. Sponsored by the Calloway County Health Department, the clinic is making stops at the
county and city elementary schools and giving shots to students who will be entering the sixth
grade_ Administenng Turner's shot is Sherry Myers, RN, with the health department.
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Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
The USDA Forest Service will
conduct a prescribed fire
between Willow Bay and
Demumbers
Bay
near
Demumbers Lake Access Area
on Friday or Saturday5. Due
to the dynamic nature of weather, the most critical factor when
conducting prescribed fires, it
is difficult to predict the exact
day on which these burns will
be conducted.
Roads 108 and 109 and
Demumbers Bay Lake Access
Area in Land Between The
Lakes are currently closed.
The areas are closed for fire
fighter and public safety.
The purpose of this project
is to facilitate herbicide treat-

II See Page 3A
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Congress' negotiations stall; farm law extended until April
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress
on Wednesday extended current farm
law for another month as Wks over
new legislation to extend and expand
farm and nutntion programs stalled
Farm-state lawmakers have not yet
been able to agree on how to pay for the
five-year. $286 billion legislation
passed by both chambers last year. The
Bush administration has threatened to
veto both versions of the bill. saying it
is too expensive
Both the House and Senate pushed
the expiration of current farm law.

signed by President Bush in 2002, from
March IS to April 18, The law originally expired Sept. 30 and has been repeatedly extended
Members were hoping to have
agreement on the legislation before
Congress heads home for a two-week
recess at the end of this week. But
progress has been slow.
At issue is how the bill — which
would expand agnculture and nutrition
programs such as farm subsidies and
food stamps — will be financed.
The government estimates the pro-

Some lawmakers contended that
money should continue to be paid on an
basis and not funded as part
emergency
yawn requests.
of the farm bill.
Lawmakers have been scrambling to
Senate Agriculture Committee
come up with the money because
Tom Hiutins D-lowa, said in
Chairman
additional
that
dictate
rules
Democratic
that a new bill is within
statement
a
way.
some
in
offset
spending must be
needs more time to
Congress
but
reach
will
it
The Bush administration has said
compromise and "obtain the
not accept any new taxes in the bill. agree on a
necessary cooperation from the White
putting bill supporters in a bind.
Among the negotiation's sticking House."
-There is still a considerable amount
points as a $S billion fund in the Senate
work ahead before we can pass a
of
farmpay
hill that would automatically
he said
bill,"
ers who lose crops due to weather.

limits (anti subsidies thai go to wealthy
farmers and adheres to other adnunis-

Suspect in UNC
slaying charged with
killing Duke student

TormCrier

NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
tonight at 6 at East
Elementary School Items on
the agenda include recognitions, approval of BG-1 and
architect for miscellaneous
DURHAM. N.C. (AP) —
construction protect, depart- Authorities have charged a susmental reports, a superintenpect in the slaying of the
dents report and approval of
University of North Carolina
consent agenda items
student president with the
III The Murray City Council
January killing of a Duke
will meet tonight at 6 30 to
University graduate student.
State
Murray
recognize the
A warrant filed today charges
Women s
University
17-year-old Lawrence Alvin
Basketball Team as OVC
Lovette Jr. with first-degree
champions Also included on
murder in the death of Abhijit
the agenda is the recognition
Mahato.
of Dottie Kraemer, proiect
The 29-year-old computadirector of the Calloway tional mechanics doctoral stufor
Alliance
County
dent was found shot to death
Substance Abuse Prevention inside his apartment in January.
and a resolution authorizing
Authorities have charged
the filing of a grant for the
both Loyale and Demario
North 16th Street Sidewalk James Atwater with first-degree
and Bicycle Lane Protect
murder in the death of Eve
Murray
The
•
Carson. The 22-year-old was
of
Board
Independent
Education is scheduled to
meet at 7 tonight in the central office boardroom at the
Administration
Carter
Building
on South 13th
Street On the agenda for the
meeting is consideration of

Lawrence Loyette Jr.
ii iund last week lying on a street
about a mile from campus.

•Accident sends ...

an agreement concerning
construction work on Murray
High School's parking lot.
various recognition and staff
reports. consideration or
approval of requests to
properly
surplus
declare
owned by MISD and Head
Start and an executive session concerning pending litigation The regularly -scheduled meeting will be preceded by a second public meet-

ing concorning a proposal to
change the district's grading
Scale at 6 p m All parents.
students, faculty. stall and
the public are invited to
attend and participate
• There will be a combined special meeting of the
Calloway County Board of
Education and the Murray
of
Board
Independent
at the Murray Area
County
Calloway
Technology Center at noon
Education

on Friday
Il There will be a meeting
Murra-Calloway
the
of
County Park Board Monday
at 7 p m in the Chamber of
Commerce conference room
Agenda items inclucfe a
director's report and commit-

reports
•To report

grams will cost about $230 billion over
the next five years and about $600 billion over the next 10 years. The Bush
administration wants Congress to keep
spending within those limits, but both
the House and Senate want to spend
more.
Negotiators are now looking at
spending approximately $10 billion
extra over 10 years, which is less
money than was included in the Houseand Senate-passed bills. The Bush
administration has said it would consider that figure if Congress further

tee

a Town Crier
item call 753-1916

From Front
oncoming lane. The Puckett vehicle then hit a vehicle driven by
Bret Welch. 41. of Murray. head-on.
Thompson and Welch were treated and released from MCCH.
Information regarding Pucket was unavailable at press time from
Marshall County Hospital.
Vickie Key. 53. a passenger in the Thompson vehicle, had to be
extncated by Marshall County EMS and Hardin-South Marshall
fire fighters. She was transported by EMS to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital where she was treated and released.
1.aken S. Thompson. 14. of Benton. a passenger in the
Thompson vehicle, was transported by EMS to MCCH where she
was admitted and reported in stable condition this (Thursday)
morning.
Ky. 11124 was closed for over an hour while the scene was being
cleared. No charges were filed ID the incident.
Also assisting on the scene were the Hardin-South Marshall Fire
Department. Marshall County EMS.Calloway County Fire-Rescue

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

JUST HANGIN' OUT: Jessica Kukowski, Ashton Pittman, Savannah Pittman and Kamden

Underwood, left to nght, take advantage of Wednesday's sunny skies and near 70-degree
weather to have some fun at Murray-Calloway Central Park.

Retail sales post worse-than-expected showing
in February, raising more recession worries
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Consumers, battered by plunging home pnces and a credit
mach, stayed away from the
malls in February, pushing retail
sales down by a larger-thanexpected amount. It was another
worrisome sign that the country
could be falling into a recession.
The Commerce Department
reported today that retail sales
fell by 0.6 percent last month.
far worse than the 0.2 percent
InCTCANC that analysts had been
expecting.
The weakness was wide-

spread with sales of autos, furniture and appliances all down.
It marked the second time in
the past three months that retail
sales have taken a tumble. Sales
had fallen by an even bigger 0.7
percent in December, the largest
drop in six months, as the
suffered
retailers
nation's
through a dismal holiday shopping season. Sales posted a
modest 0.4 percent gain in
January.
Consumer spending is closely watched because it accounts for two-thirds of total economic

activity. Many economists
believe that the country will suffer a mild recession in the first
half of this year as the economy
is unable to withstand the blows
from a prolonged slump in housing, record-high energy prices,and a severe credit crisis.
brought on by soaring mortgage
defaults..
In another report, the Labor.
Department said that the number
6f aid-off workers tiling
cations for uncniployment benefits was unchanged thi, past
week at 353,000.

and the Calloway C'ounty Shenff's Office.

•Presidential candidates
L uts

From Front
the 11%41 budget plans dir.11.15 ilic difficult trade-offs facing the next president. who must
weigh attempting to balance the
budget with tax cuts that expire
at the end of 2010 and spending
with
popular
programs
I icinoc rat s and Republicans
alike
The first year of an administration is typically when heavy
lifting on the budget is done. but
each candidate's campaign
;flails scent to overpromise what
'ties an aelt%ot McCain.% tax

would

require

a

meat

cleaver be applied to spending.
while the Democrats promise
spending plans that would
enlarge the deficit or require
too-large tax increases.
The White House forecasts
the deficit for the eurrent year at
$410 billion, a near record.
On Capitol Hill, Democrats
trumpeted their plan for putting
the budget back in surplus while
also making investments in
infrastructure. education, comdevelopment, clean
munity
energy and other programs. It
also avoids $196 billion worth
of Bush-proposed cuts to

Proud to be a part of
the community.

• ••

Medicare and the Medicaid
health care program for the poor
and disabled.
Democrats in the House and
Senate are divided on taxes. The
House budget plan assumes
elimination of the full roster of
Bush tax cuts.
In the Senate. however,
Democrats offered an amendment to renew tax cuts including
the 10 percent tax bracket on the
first $7,825 of income for individuals. the $1,000 per child tax
credit, and estate tax relief. But
the tax plan, offered by Sen.
Max Baucus. D-Mont.. would
eat up virtually all of the

Senate Republicans counplanned surpluses, while allowing income tax rates to bounce tered with an amendment
back to pre-Bush levels, as extending income tax cuts and
would taxes on dividends and current rates on investments, butcapital gains on stock and real the move would mean the budg-::
et would stay in the red, produc-'
estate sales.
Under both Democratic ing deficits of about $130 bil-plans, tax rates would increase lion in 2012 and $160 billion in
by 3 percentage points for each 2013.
of the 25 percent. 28 percent and
The Demperatic plans would
33 percent brackets. At present,
the 25 percent bracket begins at provide generous, greater-than$31,850 for individuals and inflation increases for domestic
$63,700 for married couples. agency budgets. They both
The 35 percent bracket on endorse Bush's even more genincomes over $349,700 would erous $36 billion, or 7 percent,,.
increase for the core Pentagon
jump to 39.6 percent.
budget.

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16, 2008 AT 11:00 A.M.
AT 482 LANDMARK CIRCLE. MURRAY, KY 42071
THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPETY OF HOUSE AND LOT
482 LANDMARK CIRCLE, MURRAY. KY 42071

MURRAY OFFICE OPENING MONDAY, MARCH 17TH
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Banking Hours: Monday-Thursday 8:30 am-4:00 pm
Friday 8:30 am - 5:30 pm

(270) 759-4852
BANK CADIZ
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We Make it Simple!

630 N. 12th St.- Murray
www.bankofcadiz.com
ATM AVAILABLE 24 HOURS
Member
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II General Assembly ...

Senate passes plan to ease
requirements for nuclear plants

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — [he Senate has approved a plan that
would ease requirements for building nuclear power plants in
Kentucky.
State law forbids nuclear power plants from being built unless a
permanent radioactive waste disposal operation is available. The
measure would lift that restriction that has essentially put a moratonum on such plants in Kentucky because the U.S. has no permanent waste storage facility.
The proposal passed the Senate 23-12 It now goes to the House
for consideration.

Senate clears overhauled
pension proposal
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A plan lawmakers say will keep the
state's pension system from financial disaster cleared the Senate on
Wednesday.
The measure, which passed 33-3, would apply primarily to future
employees.
Among other things, the plan would require all future state
employees to work longer before retiring with full benefits and to
contribute to an annuity savings account.
Gov. Steve Beshear outlined a proposal earlier this year, calling
on the General Assembly to address the state retirement system's
gaping $26.6 billion unfunded liability. Beshear said the deficit
accrued because of years of inadequate investment returns, rising
health care costs and underfunding from the legislature by about
$1.5 billion.
Beshear's proposal called for small changes to benefits for existing employees.
Kentucky's state retirement system covers more than 445,000
people, including state and county employees and public school
teachers.

Del. teen charged with murder of Ky.
deputy to be tried as adult
PINEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The driver of a car that rammed into a
cruiser two months ago, killing a southeastern Kentucky deputy and
his police dog, will be tried as an adult, a judge ruled Wednesday.
Bell County District Judge Robert Costanzo sent the case of 17year-old David Peppiti of New Castle, Del., to circuit court, where he
will face a murder charge in the death of Sheriff's Deputy Sean
Pursifull, County Attorney Neil Ward said.
A passenger in the car, 16-year-old Eric Gerren of Chester
County, Pa., was originally charged with murder, but Ward said that
charge was amended earlier to complicity to murder. Geffen's case
will remain in juvenile court by agreement of the lawyers in the case,
Ward said.
Ward said Gerren was willing to take responsibility for his actions
as part of the agreement to keep the case in juvenile court. Another
hearing is set in Gerren's case for May 21, Ward said.
Poppiti and Gerren, who both appeared in court on Wednesday,
are being held in a juvenile detention center in Adair County, the
prosecutor said. Both pleaded not guilty during their arraignments
the day after the wreck.
Pursifull, 31, and his police dog, King, died Jan. 10 when the car
rammed into Pursifull's parked cruiser during a high-speed chase
following a gas station drive-off. Pursifull and King were buried
beside each other in a Family cemetery.

14-year-old caught stripping
at club by parents
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Police say a 14-ye5r-oici girl was working at a Lexington slip dub before her parents snowed up and.
caught her in the act.
Lexington police say Camelot West strip club manager Robert
Shields has been cited for endangering the welfare of a minor.
Lt. Edward Hart says the juvenile used a fake identification card
to get the job. The manager was cited because the ID did not look
anything like the girl.
Police say the juvenile worked for two nights before her parents
showed up.

From Front

Who Voted & Sow

ments for reducing non-native
invasive species, such as
Serecia lespedeza, that grows
later in the spring. Herbicides
are more effective when they
contact new growth.
The prescribed burn will
clear away last year's litter and
underbrush. The size of the
burn is 375 acres of woodlands
and native tall grasses.
Most smoke produced during
this bum should lift above the

cer screening for the poor and
uninsured.
Murray State University and
other public colleges across the
state would continue to receive
$126.7 million per year; revers-

ing the governor's proposed
cuts that would have amounted
to 12 percent of their operating
budget possibly forcing doubledigit tuition hikes.
Henley said the bill is very
friendly to
Murray and

Calloway County including
$101.9 million in funding for
local projects.
"I have worked closely with
House leadership to ensure that
the needs of the 5th District are
met," he said. "They have listened as I conveyed our community's needs and they are committed to doing their part to
ensure that Murray and
Calloway County are thriving."
The bill approves $17.68
million in funds to complete the
U.S. 68/Ky. 80 highway project
between Murray arid Coldwater;
part
of
the
Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet's sixyear road plan for a package
totaling $21.4 million. An additional $4.33 million will be used
to reconstruct Ky. 121 from U.S.
641 to Coldwater Road in
Murray.
KTC officials have said that
both phases of the 68/80 project
will be bid out together which
will ensure timely completion,
according to Henley. KTC officials had previously projected
completion in 2009.
Also, Henley said about $2.6
million has been secured for
water and sewer improvement
projects in the city and county
including:
•5220.000 for Murray
Water District No. 2 - Hicks
Cemetery and Cherry Corner
Road extension.
11 $290,000 for Center Ridge
No. 1 - ABS pipeline replacement.
•$190,000 for Center Ridge

AP

Rep. Harry Moberly talks with a staff member during the legislative session in Frankfort, Ky., Wednesday.
No. 4 - line rehabilitation.
•$144,000 for Dexter-Almo
Heights Water District - Bnnn
Road interconnect.

•$155,000 to extend a water
district line to the Bendefield
subdivision on Ky. 121 North.
• $280,000 for City of
Murray waterline extension to
serve the industrial park.
•$250,000 for City of
Murray to extend a sewer line to
the industrial park.
11 $1.011 million for City of
Murray Southwest Water Tank.
•$60,000 for City of Hazel
Overflow Reduction
Murray State University will
also reap some benefits if the
bill survives unchanged. It
allows money from Phase 3 of
the MSU Science Building project to be transferred to Phase 2
for completion. Up to $2.25 million of the transferred funds
may be used to reimburse the
university for money it has
already spent from their general
fund on Phase 2.
Other items authorized for
MSU in the bill, most of which
are to be financed with agency
bond funds, include:
•$2.45 million for chemistry instructional and research
equipment.
•$2• million. for Collese 01

•517.9 million to construct
College Courts housing.
• $15 million to replace
Franklin Hall.
•$14.5 million for complete
capital renewal of the Education
and General Buildings Project
Pool.
•$7.6 million for complete
capital renewal of the Housing
and Dining Project Pool.
•$6 million to construct an
electrical generation plant.
•$1.9 million for new residential college building at
Richmond Hall.
• $1.8 million to complete
business and research center
tenant space.
• $605.000 for renovations
through the Housing and Dining
Project Pool.
▪ $518,000 to enter into
lease-purchase agreements for
fleet vehicles.
The bill now moves to the

and

Senate where President David
Williams has publicly suggested
he will push for steep cuts to
services and projects across the
state; many of which would
adversely affect Murray and
Calloway County, according to
Henley.
"As the representative for the
5th House District, I am calling
on Sen. Ken Winters, who la a
member of the Senate majority,

research equipment.
I $1 million to acquire land.

to work with his leadership to
protect these projects for the

ScIeLeik"tiStrifaireaid

AP

people of Murray and CallowayCounty," Henley said. "I fervently hope Sen. Winters has'
sufficient influence with the .
Senate president to ensure that
these important projects remain
in the budget. They are all vital
to the future of Murray and
Calloway County."
Winters said this mpmir,14_
that be
not yet seen S.
of the bill and could not cornment on its content.

March Madness Sale!
3 Days Only - March 13, 14,& 15

surrounding communities and
disperse before nightfall, but
there is potential for some
smoke accumulation in the
areas between Old Ferry Road
and the North Welcome Station
in LBL.
Forest Service officials are
asking travelers to observe the
caution signs and be aware of
the fire equipment and personnel in the vicinity of the fire.
Any persons with health conditions aggravated by smoke
should limit visitation to the
areas around the burn site.
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The 84-14 vote Wednesday
by which the Kentucky
House approved House Bill
406, a measure to authorize
state spending for the next
two years. Voting yes were
63 Democrats and 21
Republicans. Voting no were
no Democrats and 14
Republicans. Not voting were
no Democrats and one
Republican.
DEMOCRATS FOR
R. Adams, Adkins, Arnold,
Ballard, L. Belcher, Bell,
Burch, Cherry, L. Clark,
Collins, Combs, Coursey,
Crenshaw,
Damron,
Dedman,
Denham,
Edmonds, Firkins, Glenn,
Gooch, Graham, Greer, Hall,
Henderson,
Henley,
Hoffman, Horlander, Jenkins,
Keene, J. Lee, Marzian,
McKee, Meeks, C. Miller,
Moberly, Nelson, Nesler,
Overly, Owens, Palumbo,
Pasley,
Pullin,
Rand,
Rasche, Richards, Riggs,
Riner, Rollins, Simpson,
Sims, A. Smith, Stacy, Stein,
Stumbo, T. Thompson, Tilley,
Wayne, Watkins, Webb,
Weston, Westrom. Wilkey,
Yonts.
REPUBUCANS FOR
Baugh, Bratcher, Brinkman,
Butler,
Corner,
Couch,
Crimm, DeWeese, Dossett,
Embry, T. Kerr, Koenig,
Monteff, Moore, Napier, -=
Osborne, Santoro, Siler, -,‘
Stewart, Vincent, Webb- • i
Edgington.
REPUBUCANS AGAINST
DeCesare, Farmer, Fischer, .
Floyd,
Ford,
Harmon„
Higdon, Hoover, S. Lee, ,
Rader, Rudy, T. Turner,
Upchurch, Wuchner.
REPUBLICANS NOT VOTING
Mobley.

such as immunizations, wellbaby care and diabetes and can-

LBL fire ...
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper.
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Sex & the Married Governor

Had New York Governor Eliot
Spitzer reached out for the Gideon
Bible in his fancy Washington. D.C.,
hotel room instead of. allegedly, a
high-priced prostitute, he might have
been forewarned of the dangers in such
liaisons.
Such as: 'A prostitute is a deep pit: an
adulterous woman is
treacherous. She hides
and waits like a robber. looking for
another victim who
will he unfaithful to
his w ite." (Prot erhA
23:27-28) And "I-or
the lips Ot 411
Cal's
immoral woman drip
Thoughts honey. and her mouth
By Cal Thomas is smoother than oil:
hut in the end she is
Syndicated
Columnist
bitter as wormwood.
sharp as a two-edged
AP
sword. Her feet go down to death, her
New York State Gov. Eliot Spitzer announces his resignation amid a prostitution
steps lay hold of hell.' (Pmverbs 5:3scandal as wife SNda looks on, Wednesday in his offices in New York City.
5)
This attitude is reflected at the end of
Did Spitzer think nothing of his wife
But who speaks of such things
the Book of Judges: in those days
while allegedly having sex with prostitoday. a day in which. as C.S. Lewis
there was no king in Israel: everyone
tutes? Did the faces of his three daughwrote, 'We laugh at honor and are
did what was right in his own eyes.'
ters never come to mind? How would
shocked to find traitors in our midst."
(Judger 21:25)
he like it if his daughters were prostiToday's 'morality' knows none of
Many commentators are indicting
tutes? The prostitutes are someone's
this. It is best summed up in what
Spitzer mostly for hypocrisy, but aren't
daughters. Did he not think their parSpitzer's brother. Daniel Spitzer. a neuents' hearts broke when they learned
rosurgeon. told The Wall Street Journal. we the real hypocrites? We watch and
tolerate the most salacious television
their daughters were selling their bodies
'1( men never succumbed to the attracprograms: we produce soft pornography
for cash, bodies they used to cradle in
tions of women, then the human
to sell in grocery stores, displaying it
their arms?
species would have died out a long
on checkout line shelves, we post hardCulture once produced gobs of
time ago. Even the most ardent secucore porn on the Internet: we feature
shame for people who engaged in such
lanst would likely not defend prostituon magazine covers women who have
activities, but no more. Now the question as the best method of perpetuating
had babies with sperm donors they call
tion becomes whether such laws are
the human race, when marriage and
outmoded and if it should be considfidelity seem to have done a pretty fair boyfriends, but do not marry them;
girls are sexualized at ever-younger
ered a private matter between Spitzer
lob of achieving that objective over
ages; we equate shacking up with marand his family. This is the legacy of
several millennia.
the Bill Clinton years. "It was only
If Spitzer is guilty of what has been riage as equal moral choices and then
express shock when members of both
sex." cried Clinton's defenders of his
alleged, he not only broke the laws of
political parties behave in ways that
tryst with Monica Lewinsky. It was no
man and of God, but also violated a
emulate what they sec the rest of us
one else's business, except his family.
public trust and dishonored his oath of
tacitly approving.
Each time such behavior is excused. we
office. In his brief statement, he alludAnother thing: shouldn't there be a
ensure we will get more of it.
ed to tailing to live up to a standard
Law against the injured wife appearing
There's another verse in that hotel
he set for himself. But if right and
with her husband at these media
Bible that might have served as a
wrong are to be determined solely by
events? She should be telling him.
warning to Spitzer and anyone else
an individual's standards for himself
'Look, buster, you have humiliated
Who might think of behaving in a simiherself - then the prostitute, who
yourself. you dare not humiliating me.
lar fashion: *.be sure your sin will find
clearly has a much lower standard,
Go out there and deal with it on your
you out.' (Numbers 32:23)
would be no more guilty of lawbreakown.'
ing and immoral behavior than Spitzer.
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Addressing
our state's jails
Gov. Steve Beshear has called for the creation of
a Criminal Justice Task Force, made up of representatives from around the state and from the
criminal justice system. It will review the penal
code and sentencing guidelines, consider more
appropriate punishments and recommend changes.
Beyond that, however, Beshear plans to introduce no jail relief legislation this session.
We can only hope that Beshear's task force
takes a get-something-done approach because the
cost to incarcerate jail and prison inmates long
ago began straining Kentucky's ability to pay, particularly at the county level. Even the large
Daviess County Detention,Center, which houses
hundreds of state"inmates for which it receives per
diem payihent, fights a constant battle to stay in
the black financially. Other county jails without the
benefit of as many income-producing inmates are
a heavy burden on their county governments.
Kentucky's jails and prisons are crowded and
underfunded and there seems to be no letup in
the inflow of inmates. In fact, 2007 was a banner
year for putting folks behind bars in Kentucky,
according to a new report.
The Pew Center on the States released the
report that says that for the first time in U.S. history, about one percent of the population — about
2.32 million Americans — were in jail or prison at
the start of this year. No other nation compares.
Kentucky led that charge, at least recently. The
largest percentage increase in the inmate population from December 2006 to January 2008 — 12
percent — was in Kentucky.
Here's the shocker. According to Beshear, Kentucky's inmate population has inaulailed 600 percent in the last 30 years while the crime rate over
that period increased only 3 percent.
. No doubt, tougher sentencing guidelines over
the years have increased incarceration numbers.
"Three-strikes" laws, the persistent felony offender
status slapped on some offenders, and other gettough measures add inmates and lengthen sentences.
There is also no doubt that some criminals
deserve the long sentences they receive, and in
many cases the public needs to be protected from
them. But it is just as likely that some nonviolent,
low-risk offenders could receive alternative, far less
costly punishments such as community service,
probation and other forms of conditional release.
This is the task Beshear's study group must
explore with vigor.
Previously we endorsed Sen. Julian Carroll's proposal to study consolidating county jails under a
.state system, perhaps leading to a state takeover
of county jails. We still think that's a good idea
and would save money. But what will really help
is if Kentucky can find a way to reduce the
:inmate population. That will begin with sending
:
.fewer people to jail in the first place.
— Messenger-Inquirer
Owensboro, Ky.
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Obituaries

Car bomb kills 11, wounds
57 in central Baghdad

Gary Palmer Key
Gary Palmer key, 66, Mockingbird Drive, Murray, died today,
Thursday, March 13, 2008, at 4:41 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangement,

Paid Obituaries
William (B) Beane

he iutiel al tor William B Bean* will be Friday at 2 p.m, in the
Mrs. Sue Keel Britt Jacobs
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Sammy
Mrs. Sue keel Britt Jacobs, 84, Murray, died Wednesday, March Cunningham
will officiate. Pallbearers will be Justin Fike, Mitchell
12, 2008, at 9:50 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. She was born Downey, Michael Beane,
Bryan Beane, Jason Robinson, Steven
Aug. 28,1923, in Calloway County. Blalock-Coleman & York Rogers and Mickey Bogard, active, and Tony
Sledd, Tyler Beane,
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences
Bill Hart, Larry Robinson, Phillip Bogard, Austin
may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Mark Beane and Aaron Lee Beane, honorary.
Burial will follow in the Barnett Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to
Miss Dods J. Rowland
8 p.m. today (Thursday). Online condolences may
The funeral for Miss Doris J. Rowland was today (Thursday) at
be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
II a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Richard
Mr. Beane, 83, Murray, died Monday, March
Smith officiated. Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
10, 2008, at 8:30 p.m. at his home.
Miss Rowland, 80, Bagwell Boulevard, Murray, died Tuesday,
A retired supervisor for Essex Wire Company,
March 11, 2008, at 3 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
he was a member of Grace Baptist Church. His
She had retired as a loan officer for Peoples Bank of Murray after
interests were farming and camping.
18 years of service. Prior to that position, 'be had worked for 25
Preceding him in death were his wife, Nellie
Beano
years with Brooks Bus Station in Murray. She was a member of
Rubene Lassiter Beane, two sons, William Gary
Beane and Kenneth Darrell Beane. one sister, Vivian Sliger, and two
First United Methodist Church, Murray.
Born March 17, 1927, in Calloway County, she was the daughter brothers, James Beane and Truman Beane. Born Aug. 12, 1924, in
of the late Carl Rowland and Laverne McDaniel Rowland. One Calloway County, he was the son of the late Rufus and Effie Turner
Beane. Survivors include three daughters, Kathy Sledd and husbrother, Jimmie Rowland, also preceded her in death.
band, Russell, Almo, and Judy Downey and husband. Kenneth, and
Survivors include two cousins, Barbara Barnett and Marjorie
Debbie Morris, all of Murray; two sons, Mark Beane and wife, Pam,
Garland, both of Murray, and several nieces and nephews.
and Keith Beane and wife, Virginia, one sister, Mary Louise Brooks,
and one brother, Liruy Beane and wife, Ann, all of Murray; 12
Thomas Lee Armstrong
grandchildren, Penny Bogard, Mitchell Downey, Tracy Fearn,
The funeral for Thomas Lee Armstrong will be Friday at II a.m. Joseph Beane, Tiffany Jones, Michael Beane, Dawn Fike, Tony
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Brad McNutt and Sledd, Christy Sledd, Bryan Beane, Heather Rogers and Ashley
Miller; one stepgrandchild, Johnny Hopkins; 20 great-grandchil- •!
Lindon Ferguson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Timothy Greg Armstrong, dren; three stepgreat-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
James David Armstrong, Thomas Brett Armstrong,
Michael Eugene Spillman, Barry Glenn Darnell Jewell Anderson Gilliam
Jewell Anderson Gilliam, 91, of Water Valley died March 12,
and Howard Wayne Darnell. Burial will follow in
2008 at Spring Creek Health Care Murray, Ky. He was born in a log
the Murray Memorial Gardens.
cabin Sept. 4, 1916 in the Palmore community of Graves County to
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to
the late John Boyd Gilliam and Eula Mae Williams
8 p.m. today (Thursday).
Gilliam. Two infant brothers preceded him in
Mr. Armstrong, 84, Kelso Road, Murray, Lynn
death.
Grove community, died Tuesday, March 11, 2008
Mr. Gilliam was a retired rural mail carrier who
Armstrong
at 8:30 a.m. at his home. A farmer, he was a memserved the Water Valley and Pilot Oak areas from
1959 to 1978. A veteran of World War II, he served
ber of Coldwater Church of Christ.
in the Aleutian Islands, Alaska. He was among the
Born Aug. 22, 1923 in Calloway County, he was the son of the
landing force on Attu Island's Massacre Bay May
ate Henry Gamble Arrnstror,g and Nellie Kimbrough Murdock
12, 1942 and participated in the liberation of the
;Armstrong. His first wife, Freda Gay Armstrong, died Dec. 5, 2000.
Aleutians from the Japanese. He saw hand to hand
• Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dortha Nell Armstrong, to
combat and was present at the famous Banzai
:s,'whom he was married Sept. 16, 2001; one daughter, Frances
charge. Upon his discharge from the service he
Gilliam
:Mildred Spillman and husband, Eugene Ray. and one son, James
attended the University of Tennessee at Martin and
:1Ienry Armstrong, all of Murray; four grandchildren, James David
was founder of Gilliam Lure Company. Mr. Gilliam
:".•Armstrong and wife, Raquel, Timothy Greg Armstrong and wife,
designed many original and innovative fishing lures
• andi, Thomas Brett Armstrong and wife, Heather. and Michael
•-•••-•••'
7
-* which were shipped all over the country. Many of the
..
..:Eugene Spillman and wife. Heather; nine great-grandchildren,
modem lures used today are based upon his original
-.Aaron Cody Armstrong, Haley Rayann Armstrong, Bethany Lee
designs. In 1995 he was featured in an article in the
*Armstrong, Taylor Brianne Armstrong, Sydney Lee Armstrong, National Fishing Lure Collectors' Journal and made an honorary
:Morgan Lee Armstrong, Dusty Spillman, Hayden Todd Spillman lifetime member of the organization. He continued tying flies into
old age and proudly passed the art to his grandson.
and Z,oie Spillman. •
An enthusiastic outdoorsman he excelled at fly fishing and was
*:
an avid wildlife conservationist. He loved to work with his hands
Roger Eldridge
and his handmade fishing rods and gunstocks will always be treasA memorial service for Roger Eldridge will be Saturday at 5 p.m. ured by his family. He also loved to
garden and was well known for
Zast Bethel Pentecostal Church. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is.
the marvelous melons be produced. Mr. Gilliam we/AV/bud itt trace
-gharge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made to his lineage back to 1663 Virginia and some of our country's earliest
•:www.imesmillencom
pioneers. He was a member of the Church of Christ.
He is survived by his wife of 62 years, Charlotte Brown Gilliam.
Mr. Eldridge, 46, Paducah, formerly of Murray, died Friday. Feb.
IS, 2008, at 12:31 p.m. at Oakview Nursing & Rehabilitation. Spring Creek, to whom he was married May 10, 1945, one daughPreceding him in death were his parents, Clarence Nelson Eldridge ter Kimberly Byars and her husband Bud and one grandson, John
and Ruby Maye Duncan Eldridge, and one brother, Charles Nelson Christopher Byars, all of Murray. A private graveside service will be
held at Mount Pleasant Cemetery, Graves County where Mr.
(Butch) Eldridge.
Gilliam will be interred among four generations of his family. The
Survivors include one son. Bradley Dale Eldridge, Texas; one Rev.
Michael Williams will officiate. J .FL Churchill is in charge of
brother, Richard Wayne Eldridge, one sister, Vicki Reese, and three arrangements. The family
requests no expressions of sympathy,
nephews, Jeff Eldridge, Daryl Eldridge and wife, Genice, and Jason only fond memories of a long life well lived.
Bogard and wife. Jennifer, all of Murray; two nieces, Christi
Eldridge, Murray. and Brandi Innis. Indiana.

d

Billie J. Brittain
Billie J. Brittain, 74, of South Beloit, Ill., died Friday. March 7,
2()08, at 9:50 p.m. at his home.
Born Jan. 6, 1934, in Murray, Ky., he was the son of William and
Mary Boggess Brittain. He married Faye Stanley in Corinth. Miss.,
on Aug. 6, 1953, and she died Oct. 23, 1995. Also preceding him in
death were one son. Tommy on Aug. 25. 1973; one sister. Wilma.
and one brother. Virgil.
Survivors include one daughter, Allie Allen and husband.
George, South Beloit; three sons, Billy Brittain and wife. Cindy, and
Joe Brittain and wife. Jody, all of Rockford. III., and Steve Brittain
and wife, Jennifer, of Loves Park, Ill.; two foster sons, Steve Davis,
Oxnard, Calif., and Gene Bray and wife. Diana, of Freeport. Ill.;
special friends. Susie and Mike Keeton of Stillman Valley and
Cathy Allen of Rockford: three brothers, Harold Brittain, Lonnie
Brittain and Jahn Brittain and wife. Nancy. all of Kentucky; II
grandchildren; numerous great-grandchildren; and several nieces •
and nephews.
The funeral was Tuesday at I p.m. in the chapel of Delehanty
Funeral Horne Ltd.. Loves Park, with the Rev. Angelo Bonacquisti
officiating. Burial was in the Willwood Burial Park.
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Former
Sen.
Howard
Metzenbaum,
an
Ohio
Democrat who was a feisty selfmade millionaire before he
began a long career fighting big
business in the Senate, died
Wednesday night. He was 90.
Metzenbaum died at his
home near Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., said Joel Johnson, his former chief of staff. No cause was
given. During 18 years on
Capitol Hill, from 1977 to 1995.
Metzenbaum came to be known
as "Senator No" and "Headline
Howard" for his abilities to
block legislation and get publicity for himself. He was a cantankerous firebrand who didn't

need a microphone to hold a full
auditorium spellbound while
dropping rhetorical bombs on
big oil companies, the insurance
industry, savings and loans, and
the National Rifle Association.
to name just a few favorite targets. Unabashedly liberal, the
former labor lawyer and union
lobbyist considered himself a
champion of workers and was a
driving force behind the law
requiring 60-day notice of plant
closings. When other liberals
shied away from that label.
Metzenbaum embraced it, winning re-election in 1988 from
Ohio voters who chose
Republicans for governor and
president.
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BAGHDAD lAl
-- A
parked car bomb exploded in a
commercial district of central
Baghdad this morning, killing
11 people and wounding 57,
police said.
The bombing took place off a
bridge in Tahrir Square, a district of clothing shops just outside the heavily Iksrtified Green
Zone, which houses the U.S.
Embassy and much of the Iraqi
government, an Iraqi police official said on condition of
anonymity as he was not authorized to release the information.
The policeman and a hospital
official said 11 people died. The
hospital official said 57 had been
injured.
The attack is the latest in a
string of violence to grip Iraq's
capital after several months of
relative calm that followed a
surge of U.S. forces last year.
The U.S. military this morning also said soldiers had killed
a young Iraqi girl after firing a
warning shot at a woman who
"appeared to be signaling to
someone" along a road where
several bombs had recently been
found.
The shooting on Wednesday
afternoon occurred in the
volatile Diyala province north of
Baghdad. An exact location was
not given in a military statement.
The girl appeared to be
"around 10 years old," said Maj.
Brad Leighton, a military
spokesman.
In its statement, the military
said that "coalition forces fired a
warning shot into a berm near a
suspicious
woman
who
appeared to be signaling to
someone while the soldiers were
in the area. A young girl was
found behind the berm suffering
from a gunshot wound."
Leighton, however, said preliminary reports indicated that
soldiers didn't believe the
woman posed a threat of being a
suicide bomber, but rather -they
were afraid she was signaling to
someone that the convoy was
going by."
Also today, the news agency
of the Italian biShoprs conference Said a Cluittlean attholic
Archbishop Paulos Faraj Rahho
was found dead near the city of
Mosul, where he was kidnapped

laSl (1101141.
I he SIR
news
agency quoted the auxiliary
bishop of Baghdad, Monsignor
Shlemon Warduni as saying the
kidnappers had buried Rahho.
Rahho was kidnapped Soon
after he left Mass in Mosul.
Three people who had been with
him were killed by the kidnappers. Pope Benedict XVI had
called for his release, and said
the abduction was an "abominable" act.
The Chaldean church is an
Eastern-rite denomination that
recognizes the authority of the
pope and is aligned with Rome.
In other violence, five members of an Awakening Council
were killed when gunmen
attacked two separate checkpoints near Tikrit this morning,.
80 miles north of Baghdad. Nine
others were wounded.
A suicide bomber also
attacked an Awakening Council
gathering in the village of Zab
outside Kirkuk, 180 miles north
of Baghdad. Three people were
killed and seven others wounded
in that attack.
Awakening Councils are
made up of mostly Sunni fighters who have accepted U.S.
backing to switch allegiances
and fight al-Qaida in Iraq.
The violence comes amid a
sharp increase in attacks resulting in the deaths of U.S. soldiers. Twelve Americans have
been killed in the past four days,
bringing the overall U.S. indium), death toll since the start of
the war near 4.000.
Three
soldiers
died
Wednesday in a rocket attack on
Combat Outpost Adder neat
Nasiriyah, about 2(X) miles
southeast of Baghdad. A day earlier a soldier died when a roadside bomb hit his patrol neat
Diwaniyah, 80 miles south ot
Baghdad. Eight soldiers were
killed in two bomb attacks on
Monday, the heaviest single day
of U.S. casualties since
September.
Three of those soldiers died
in a roadside bombing in Diyala,
a violent province where alQaida in Iraq has been active.
The five others were killed what
approached by a suicide bomber
while on foot patrol in central
Baghdad.

Kopperud Realty's
C92.en eItattic
Saitaday. Mach 15 • 2 p.m.-4 p.m.

Former Ohio Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum dies at age 90

KINGDOM BUILDING MINISTRIES PRESENTS

Indhoduats *trout Group Coverage
independent Contractors
Dependents and Student
COBRA / Alternative
Sell-Employed
Small Businesses

Thursday, March 13, 2008 • S.A.

15th at 6:00 p.m.

WHERE First Baptist Church, Murray

1407 Fleetwood
Tastefully decorated 4 bedroom, 2 bath home in Campbell
Estates Subdivision. Fresh designer colors throughout. New
hardwood floors, stainless steel appliances, recessed lighting and
fixtures. The kitchen features granite countertops and tumbled
marble backsplash. Professionally installed surround sound
recessed in the walls provides everything you need for home
entertainment. MI-S 043761 $238,000.

711 Main St.

753-1222

14 STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Argo _119123 - 198.0
Air Products
W66 • 0.73
AT&T,1n.
14.99 • 033
NUT
- 1.01
Brim 3, Stratton ....... 16.72 - 036
Bristol Myers Squibb ..._ 21.04. 032
Caterpillar _-_—_74.23• 0.97
Chevron Texaco Corp 16.25 - 0.48
Daimler Cltryikr -_____81.41 • 1.83
Dean Foods
....-2014 - 030
- 0.07
Ford Motor....._..5U- 0.26
General Electric
U.52 - 0.41
General Motors
—19.57- 1.36
GlaxaSmithKline adiR ,4l.49- 0.63
Goodrich
- 1.37
Goodyear
.-25.15 • 0.35
HopFed Bank* ._......33.90 14.00 4
11151......... .....
• 2.59

Intel
20.97 • 0.15
-2430 - 037
Kroger
Mattel ___-_-------19.95 - 0.32
McDonalds
Ca 00 + 030
Merck -_41.92 - 0.53
Micrnodt
c.oii
J.C. Penney
17 91 • 127
Penne° Inc
at 57 • OA,
Pfizer.
-1.41
Regions Financial --2•31• 0.87
So:kering- Plough --19.67• 0.53
Sears Holding Corp
• 1.71
Time Warner
14.37 - 1.39
US Bancorp
0.7l
UST
WellPoint
+ 2.23

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants 11.-RI:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square Murray, KY 42071
270-7513366 I 900•44411354
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COMMUNITY
Murray Middle School PTO hosts fund-raising talent contest
Recently members of the
Murray Middle School Parent
Teacher Organization IPTO)
hosted their annual spnng fundraiser at MMS. A book fair
and 4 give-away raffle basket
rattle were events that assisted in raising almost 11.500 for
MMS to benefit MMS and the
individual classrooms. In addition to the spring es ent the annual PTO Talent Contest was also
held. Over 25 MMS students
participated in the event.
The following groups participated in the 'entertainment'
division of the talent show:
Fourth and fifth grade participants:
Signing
'True
Friends' by Casey Bouley.
Savannah Grogan and Hannah
Tinsley . Tumbling to 'We Are
Family" by Madison Cohoon,
Caroline Collins. and Hannah
Williams; singing 'Sometimes'
by Tesla Like; Dancing by
Tehya Hyte. Brianna Norsworthy. and C'yre Perry: Singing
"I will Go to the End of the
-Earth," by Madison Owsley;
Dancing by Madison Adams.
Peyton Allison. Coral Bray.
Haley Cowen. Latken Suiter,
Robbie Williams and Keragan
Young: singing "Do You Believe
In Magic.'hy Laura DUIT and

Photo provided
Murray Middle eighth grade student Gassy Olazabal won second place in the recent MMS PTO Talent Contest for her song
"I'd Lie." She also received The Eye of The Tiger Award," for
her dedication and support as a contestant to the MMS Talent
Show all five years (grades 4-8) while an student.

Jordan Naggy.
Fourth and Fifth Grade
Entertainment awards first

place - dance team of Madison Adams. Peyton Allison,
Coral Bray. Haley Cowen,

Local United Way schedules
annual `Chairs, Etc.' auction

Lakin Suiter, Robbie Williams
and Keragan Young; second
place - Singing duo of Laura
Durr and Jordan Nagy; and
third place - Madison Cohoon..
Carolyn Collins and Hannah
Williams tumbling group
Grades 4 and 5 Talent division: Ysabel Lavitz, violin solo;
Linda Arakelyan solo "Tatoo,":
singing "Our Song" by Delaney
Alderson; Piano Solo by Earlena Sheets; Singing 'Grandpa." by Olivia Floyd; Jordan
Barnett. solo. A first place tie
between Jordan Barnett and
Olivia Floyd, second place was
Linda
Arakelyan
and
a
third place He between Ysabel
Lavitz and Earlena Sheets.
Grades 6, 7 and 8 Talent
Division: "l Surrender All," duet
with Ashlee Edminster and Lauren Edminster; "I Can't Smile
Without You,' singing by
Shyann
Rotalty;
Destiny
Owsley "solo." and Casey Olazabal "I'd Lie." First place:
Shyann Royalty, second place:
Cassie Olazabal and third place
Ashlee and Lauren Edminster.
Olazabal also received the
"Eye of the Tiger Award," in
recognition of her being a contestant all five years as a MMS
Talent show participant.

The United Way of Murray and Calloway County will have its annual "Chairs,
Etc." auction on Saturday. April 19. Artist
applications are available and are due at
the United Way office by March 17 to give
an idea of how many will be participatMg.
Any artists interested in participating.
In the auction must turn their finished artwork in by April 7 to the United Way.
of0ce, located in the W'eaks Community
lo's
Datebook Center with Peggy Billington as director.By JO Burkeen Tickets for the auction are available by
calling 753-0317.
•
Community
Editor

Dance Performance Friday 3,

Jackson Purchase Dance Company will hold its Dessert Per-t:
formance, "Where the Wild Things Are," on Friday at 7 p.m.
in the Murray State University Lovett auditorium. This is a •
contemporary story/ballet based on the children's book by Maurice Sendak. Audience members will be able to partake of the
desserts. Admission will be charged, but no reservations will
be taken.

Make A Difference Day Saturday

16th Street Call 809-.
3262 to Start program is located in Start must bnng the following
schedule an appointment.
Alexander Hall on MSU cam- items for registration:
Registration for preschool pusChild's certified birth cerreturning children will be FriEligibility is based on tificate; Social Security card
day. April II. from 8 a.m. to income guidelines. Four-year- of child, proof of income (2007
.4 p.m. at the same location.
olds must meet school district tax return. W-2 form, K-TAP.
The Murray Preschool/Head free meal criteria. Early Head SSI. child support. MSU
Start program holds classes at Start applicants and three-year- grant/scholarship info.), medical
three locations. Alexander Hall olds. eligible for preschool. card or insurance card,
and
on North 16th Street on MSU must meet federal poverty custody information
if appliCampus, the Willis Early Child- guidelines. Three and four-year- cable.
hood Center on LP Miller Street old children with disabilities
For information regarding
and the Ruby Simpson Child will be eligible regardless of registration. call 809-3262.
Development Center, located Income.
Directions for parking for
on the MSU campus on North
The program is free of charge registration day at MSU Alexan14th Street. The Early Head , to those meeting eligibility cri- der Hall: When, traveling North
teria, and there may also be a on 16th Street, turn left just
tuition option for over income past the Alexander Hall Buildpreschool children Parents of ing onto Calloway Street. Parkchildren applying for Early ing lots are on the left side
Head Start or PresehooffHead of the street.

•

Make A Difference Day will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to
p.m. in the parking lot of Murray State University Stewart Stadium. This is sponsored by the county and city family resource
centers. Present will be a super shredder, sponsored by The.
Murray BanK, to shred up to 51 pounds of personal documents.

'Fly High with Homemakers' Saturday

"Fly High with Homemakers" will be Saturday from 11
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the First United Methodist Church building. 503 Maple St., Murray. Featured will be fun, games, foo‘
and prizes for all the family. For information call 753-1452.:

Preschool Head Start and Early Head Start registration/screenings
Murray Preschool/Head Start
will has.: registration kw three
and tour-year-old children who
will attend preschool classes this
tall
The Early Head Stan program which serves pregnant
women. Infants and toddlers
to age three will also hold registration .0 this time. Registration and screenings tor new
applicants will be Friday. March
28. from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. by
appointment only on the first
floor of Murray State University's Alesander Hall. North

Kirksey plans final registration
Kirksey Park will have its final registration from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. on Saturday at the Kirksey United Methodist Church,
For information call Diana at 1-270-527-2072 or Joey at 489-,
2620.

WOW Lodge 592 will meet
Woodmen of World Lodge 592 will meet tonight
Coldwater Barbecue, US Hwy. 641 North.

at

6 at

Old Jar Heads will meet
The Old Jar Heads, former of U.S.M.C.L., will meet Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at Pagliai's for Dutch treat lunch.

Horticulture club plans promotion

Murray State University Club Houseplant Sale will be today
and Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Saturday from 9 a.m.,
to I p.m. at Pullen famr Greenhouse Complex, located at cor-.
ner of Locust and Hickory Streets. Funds will benefit horticul-,
ture students. For information call 767-0467.

Blood Drive on Saturday
Red Cross Blood Drive will be Saturday
p.m. at Wal-Mart parking lot.

=
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9 a.m. to 1

Alpha Department to meet

iimo

Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club is scheduled to meet Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house with
Effie Kemp, Dons Frazer and Sandra Whittenberg as hostesses.
Peggy Williams of WATCH will be the speaker.
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Glory Bound Entertainment

Jackson & Perkins Roses
MEE SEMINAR
No Fuss, Robust Roses
Saturday, March 15 at 10 a.m.

to
a
si
tr.
is

Shriners Bingo Friday

in

Murray Shriners announced that Bingo will be held Friday
at 6:30 p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Mum
ray. Proceeds help support many local and Shrine charitable
activities.

If rel. Gift to Ittenike. I

H.
in

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be The Grants and Ivan Hodge. For more information call
Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick
Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-bound@hotrnail.com

V.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Photo provided
BOOK DONATED: The Hazel Woman s t.lub recently purchased and donated a book to the library of Southwest
VFW meeting tonight
Elementary School in recongnition of 'Read Across America'.
Post 629 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will meet tonight at
Pictured are Andrea Lopez and Shelby Thompson being pre- 6:30
at the National Guard Armory on Ky. 121 North. Discussented the book by Tina Ward, Club member
sion will be held about the website post6291.org.

New Concord Church of Christ
cordially invites you to a Gospel Meeting!

Epic Bottles of the Bible
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Featuring Josh Herndon
lfm

SCHEDVLE OF DATES& TOPICS.
March 18 - Sunday Morning Bible Clam at 9:00 am
2 411Plif I Destroled tat Snug 111 Chrrwit, In 20 1.5)

A program of DruR-Free Action Alliance

Sunday Morning Worship at 9:50 am
/ (0)versus 7 232 ft King% 23) J.

With support front the Oka Deparnnent of
Alcohol and Ong Addiction Services

Sunday Evening Worship at 7:30 pen
The /,000000 Footmen
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New Concord Church of Christ
121 kriesiaa Dr. • P.O. Bos 319• %re Concord, KY 42074
270-436-S635 • e-a:grebe wLaet

If URI ULU,Elth LAW:
• You can face a maximum sentence of 12 months in
jail and/or
•$500 fine
• Others can we you if you give alcohol to anyone
under 21.
sad they. in turn. hurt someone hurt themselves or
damage
ProPollY
• Officers can take any alcohol. money or property
used in
committing the offense

It's naked
the law.

tele 1'mon Hill Chun h of Cling

There will he a felbooshie meal following the Suedes Mooing *ors*
Service'

their parent s permission
• You cannot knowingly allow a person under 21.
other than
your own child. to remain in your home or on your
property
whik consuming or possessing akohol

Don't be
a party to
teenage
drinking.

(and what we can lawn from them...)

March 16th - 19th, 2008

UNDERAGE DRINKING LAWS
WHAT MIMES S11011.D Matt
•fto a parent. you cannot give alcohol to your teen
i friends
under the age 0( 2! under any curcumstance. even
in your own
home even with

'.7Pa, ••41.4•44 am, *aro lo wad .• ehowel .1 an,
1.1111.... norm ,••••••••• 4 tku. ••• 4.44 411.1••

111LCItiS DX CA2100 ASS MEM

• Refuse to supply alcohol to anyone under 21
• Be at home when your teen has a party
• Make sun true alcohol is not brought into your
home or
property by your menu friends
• Talk to other parents about not providing alcohol
at other
events your child will be attending
• Create alcohol free opportunities and intiv met
in your home
so teens will feel ask oine
• Repon underage dnnk mg to local law enforcement

762,4 -7332
vs

asap.ctieti

1341$1113F14104,1014.1111SWES
onoan NMINM Song adrimatir
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Careaway County Allbasse*
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Photo provided
Pictured are students who received the "Pawsitive" reward on Feb. 29.

Thursday, March 13, 2066•7A

Photo
Pictured are students who received gold tags the week of Feb. 25 — 29 were, from left, first
row, Nicholas Welch, Christian Awori, Dillian Garland, John Humphrey, Sam Snow, Katelyn
Thom, Nathaniel Joseph, second row, Kagan Hileman, Hannah Derby, Sarah Crutcher,
Jacob Jones, Aiden Yarbrough, and Janet Caldwell, principal.

Murray Elementary Students receive
'pawsitives' and gold tags rewards

Photo provioed
Pictured are students who received the "pawsitive" reward on March 7.

Each week Murray Elementary School students who earn
"pawsitives" throughout the
week receive special rewards.
Students selected from each
class meet with the principal,
Janet Caldwell, for a fun activity every Friday afternoon.
Students selected for Feb.
29 were:
PI: D. Quan Eyiowuawi,
Lucinda White, Sean Shelton,
Macrae Cagle, Rachel Clark.
P2: Adonis Lawrence, Grant
Jones, Olivia Barron, Will
Lovins, Autumn
Darling,
Annaston Young
P3: Emme Margie, Mariah
Lyons, Hanna Irvin, Kristen
Scott, Elijah Smith
P4: Austin Cobb, Amos Dar-

nall, Harrison Miller. Destiny
Ngezem, Aiden Yarbrough
Students selected for March
7 were:
PI: Eric Saxton, Jeromey
White, Sinclaire Miller, Alex
Shultz, lmogen Willoughby
P2: Emily Winstead, Kalaesha Dillard, Sam Snow, Parker Greer, Vijay Hill, Jay Hunt
P3: Darius Dunlap, Avery
Thompson. Jade Holliman, Jordan Rickman, Lindsey Rivas
P4: Trever Stevens, Gabrielle
Gowen, QuWong Strickland.
Kennedy Jones, Breanna Patterson
Students earn a gold tag
when they have received 10
tiger tags for going above and
beyond the Guidelines for Suc-

cess. Janet Caldwell presents
the gold tags to students on
the Tiger Cub News program
each morning. Students receiving the award during the week
of Feb. 25-28 were:
Nicholas Welch and Christian Awori from Perry's class,
Dillian Garland from Lawson's
class, John Humphrey from
Munsey's class, Sam Snow and
Katelyn Thom from Neff's
class, Kagan Hileman and Hannah Derby from Jone's class,
Alden Yarbrough, Sarah Crutchen and Morgan Janow from
Vanover's class, Shay Kendrick
from Bloodworth's class, and
Jacob Jones from Dawson's
class

Wright attends special AMVETS presentation
NASHVILLE, Tenn. —
Ladies Auxiliary State President Wincie Wright, and a local
member of AMVETS Auxiliary #45, attended a special
AMVETS ptikentaticifi to Jerry
Reed on March 4. Wright represented the Tennessee Ladies
Auxiliary and was among several dignitaries from the Department of Tennessee AMVETS
organization attending the
event.
AMVETS National Cmdr.
John P. (JP} Brown 11,1 presented country music legend
Jerry "Reed" Hubbard with the
organization's prestigious Silver
Helmet Award at Reed's home
in Nashville.
Brown made the special trip
to Nashville to present the
award because the legendary
singer and actor can no longer
travel. The Silver Helmet Award
is an annual award presented
by AMVETS that recognizes
individuals and organizations
that have gone above and
beyond in their service to the
veterans' community.
Reed was honored to accept
the award and said he will
move some of his Grammy
awards aside to make room
saying, "this is going front and
center."
Past recipients had to be
present at the awards dinner
to be held the end of March
in Alexandria. Va.) to receive
what has been called "The Veterans' Oscar." However, Brown

saw it fitting to make an exception to the rules to accommodate for Reed's circumstances.
Reed, an Army veteran and
stanch supporter of the Tenne§see Veterans' community'
was presented the award for
his tireless work with the
Murfreesboro Veterans Hospi-

tal and his support to last year's
National Salute to Hospitalized
Veterans, where he performed
his song "The American Vetemit." • ' '
Reed released his first album
at age 18, prior to joining the
Army. He is best known for
his Grammy Award-winning

song "When You're Hot, You're
Hot," and has appeared In more
that. a dozen major motion pictures, including "Smokey and
the Bandit." He is cutready
working on an album to be
released soon called " The Gallant Few." Proceeds will benefit veteran causes.
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We're sure everyone has been enjoying the wanner temperatures this
week after the snowfall last weekend. Fern Terrace residents are planning
on taking advantage of the weather and have planned three trips [hi,
week! On Fnday, a group of us are heading to Paducah for lunch followed by a tour of the Quilt Museum and a cruise around the river wall
Next Tuesday. we'll be checking out our area's hentage by visiting the
Wrather Museum on Murray State's campus. And on Wednesday we're he
heading out to lunch, although we've yet to decide where we'll eat!

Our thoughts and prayers are extended to the family and fnends of Dons
Rowland who passed away this week. Dons had been a member of our
Fern Terrace family for over six years and she will certainly be missed.
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Residents Celebrating Birthdays This Week

Memorial Gifts

Hazel Patterson - March 14

• Wreaths
ts

• Wedding ey BalD9 Registries

'50% off

Table

Comer of 12th & Sycamore • 753-9229• Mon.-Fri. 10-6; Set. 10-3
Voted CI GO Shop

IF YOU NAVEAllEVENT TO ANNOUNCE
CALL ISAT 753-1916

HERITAGE BANK IS DISHING OUT A NEW DEAL!

Feast your eyes on this! • FREE CHECKING
• OVER 60 ATMs • 18 BANKING CENTERS • FREE ONLINE BANKING
• FREE BILL PAY • E-STATEMENTS

AND

FREE PORTABLE CORNINGWAREo!

When you open a new checking account at Heritage Bank you not only get an amazing
number of products and services, you also get a present for your presence. We cordially
request the favor of your company as a new customer at Heritage Bank. And
well gladly return the favor, with a gift of Portable Corning War?'!

Ilyou're an existing customer and
you refer afriend, you both receive the gift!

COWNINGWARE• SIT INCLUDES

2.5 QUART

SOUND DISH WITH PLASTIC COVER, A HOT et COLD PACS AND A PADDED CARRYING CA,

ICA • Ibursday. March 13, 200,14
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Murray, Calloway students to
take part in dance assembly

Photo provided
Jerry Crutchfield in his office with gold records

Music industry titan,
MSU alum, addresses new
music business program
really think that the music
MSU News Bureau
The Murray State CIII CI...Il- department is taking a big step
forward with the new degree
ly department of music has a
new degree option — music — the music industry is somebusiness. A bachelor of sci- thing that is growing all the
ence degree. the new option time. Hopefully,this new degree
is designed for musicians who will give more opportunities to
are looking for career oppor- students Who may not have
tunities within the music indus- wanted to teach or perform."
try. such as artist management. McKnight said. "Now they can
public relations, producing, pub- get into the business aspects
of music.lishing or entertainment law.
For more information on the
Requirements include an
entrance audition and two years program. contact Baker at R09or
by
email
at
of applied study: howner, there (446
is no final recital/performance son y a baker@ murra state edu
that more traditional music
degrees require Instead, after
two years id concentration on
music classes such as theory,
aural skills and ensembles, the
focus switches to the MUSK
business component. with the
intemshi being the "cvstoneewe

Murray Middle School fifth
grade students in Mike Johnson's class will be featured in
a regional school dance assembly program at Murray State
University's Lovett Auditorium
on Enday. They will be performing an early pioneer dance.
Through a six-week residency program funded in part by
an award from VSA Arts of
Kentucky i promotes creative
power in people with disabilities), the dance program has
allowed fifth graders to receive
instruction from Karen Balzer,
the Jackson Purchase Dance
Company (JPDC)artistic director.
Johnson said the program
provides students with an excellent opportunity to work with
a trained arts professional.
"My students have enjoyed
the program and look forward
to the performance at the end
of the sessions," he said. "Mrs.
Balzer does a great job of
making it fun while also stressing the core content embedded in the dance program.
Recognized by the Kentucky
Department of Education. this
JPDC dance activity affords
students in the Jackson Purchase
educational experiences in
dance, while also providing
outreach activities to these area
schools. -The workshops are
all targeted to the arts and
humanities core content.- said

ch
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Photo prov,
Karen Balzer, the JPDC artistic director, illustrates dance steps to MES fifth grade students
preparation for performance at MSU's Lovett AuditoriumFriday.
Balzer.
Other schools involved in
the program are: Calloway Middle, Sedalia Elementary, Livingston Central High School,
South Livingston Elementary
and Farmington Elementary.
Students from Murray Elementary will also attend, but

lie

ed by Ronald McDonal
House Charities, a non p
funding
organization. "The
Ronald
McDonald
grant .
enables all students from th
respective districts to atter
the performance free of charge(
said Balzer.
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related to the recording Indus
try or other specialized inter
ests at this time. said Dr Sonya
Baker. assistant professor of
voice at MSU "Students corn
pleting this degree are prepared
to enter the workforce S4 ,T1),
may choose to pursue tun:
study in arts administration
business Others May seek
careers in music.. having the
security of a business background to balance the insecurity of the professional musician.- she continued
"We're fortunate to has c an
advisory board of MM alum
In who hase offered a lot of
assistance in helping us create
a program which we believe will
help students in 'the real world.'
This degree option is something that both students and
faculty has c wanted on our campus for a long while and we
have been blessed with the
administratise support to make
it happen.- Baker noted
Successful composer. publisher and businessman in the
music industry. Jerry Crutchfield was the first guest speaker tor MI.'S 210, Introduction
to the Music Industry Crutchfield. an MSU alumnus, wrote
and composed a song about
MSC in the 1410h titled. Min
ray State Will Always he Home
to Me Crutchfield gave a history of the music business,
emphasizing the evolution of
various areas such as produc
mg and publishing He said he
was impressed with Murray's
dedication to the students in
tailoring a music business cut
nculum that meets the needs
of the students and helps (level
op future leaders in the Indus
trY
A Paducah Rause, Crutch
field began working in the MCA
studio as a musk Ian and singer
and ultimately rose to becomr
president of MCA Music iii
Nashvilk He also served four
years as executive Noce
dent/general manger of (
tel Records
His 10-year association with
MCA Music Publishing
Crutchfield to continue vs,
inpi songs while working full
tet iirsl producer Hr
time
has seen inure than 150 of his
longs recorded by such indus
try heavyweights as Elvis Pres
ley. Eddy Arnold. Tanya Tuck
CT. Tammy Wynette. ('harks
Pride and Lee Greenwood
MM'student Brandon
k
night. a senior from Daw sor
Springs
agrees with
('ruiL!Vicki on the importamr
of the new program option • I

not perform.
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company will also be presenting the contemporary ballet,
"Where the Wild Things Are"
at this performance.
Partial funding for the
Regional School Dance Asseinbly program has been provid-
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SEC TOURNAMENT PREVIEW

Stacked Odds

WADE PAYNE

VOLS HEAVY FAVORITE, BUT HISTORY WORKING AGAINST THEM
Bi
PAUL NEWBERRY
A
ports Writer
LANTA (AP) — Bruce Pearl already
,..h ed one big thing off his list: Tennessee is
the Southeastern Conference champion for the
first time in 41 years.
Now comes the SEC Tournament, where
the fourth-ranked Volunteers are a huge
tavonte but again find history working against
thsw .
aennessee hasn't won the event since 1979
----lieck. it's been 17 years since the Vols

T

made it as far as the semifinals. One-and-done
has been their motto, which casts a bit of
doubt over what is expected to be another
coronation for the SEC's best team, the next
step in its inevitable march toward a top seed
in the NCAA Tournament.
"We've just not had a lot of success historically in the SEC Tournament," said Pearl, the
Vols' flamboyant third-year coach. "1 myself
have not won a game in the SEC

Southeastern Conference leueummssi
flier Round

Today
South Carolina vs LSu
Auburn vs. Vanderbilt

Noon
215 pm
630 pm
8145 pm

Alabama vs Florida
Georgia vs Ole Miss
Second Round
Friday
South Carolina/LSU vs Tennessee

AuburnAlanderbia vs. Arkansas
Alabama/Florida vs Mississippi Stale
GeorgisfOle Miss vs Kentucky

AP

Tennessee coach
Pearl
Bruce
acknowledges the
fans after cutting
down the net after
winning the SEC
regular season title
outright for the first
time in 41 years.
Pearl and the Vols
will now try to win
the SEC Tournament for the first
time since 1979.

Noon
2:15 p.m_
6:30 p.m
1345 p.m

II See SEC, 2B

ROUGHBREDS BASEBALL

01.°7
'4e481°

'4

JOHN BRUSH / MSU Sports Information

•

Murray State sophomore infielder Taylor Thieke
taites an at bat in Wednesday afternoon's game
against Central Arkansas at Reagan Field. The
Beds fell 13-8, ending a three-game winning
streak.

Streak
stopper

TOMMY DILLARD
Ledger & limes

(Above)
Murray
High School defensive linemen react
to new head coach
Steve
Duncan's
quarterback sneak
in spring practice
Wednesday afternoon.
(Left)
First-year
Tiger football head
coach Steve Duncan offers some
instruction to a player
at
practice
Wednesday.
(Right) Rising senior Scott York goes
mano e mano with
a trash can in practice at Murray High
School.

CENTRAL ARKANSAS SCORES 11
ri
: UNANSWERED, STOPS 1DREDS
By1 msu Sports Information
:The Murray State Thoroughbreds seemed to be on
their way to their fourth straight win after scoring seven
rues in the bottom of the fourth inning against Central
Akansas, but the visiting Bears scored 11 unanswered
rues over the next four innings to take the 13-8 win.
•Each team used six pitchers, a stark contrast to yesterday's 1-0 pitchers duel. Murray State pitchers threw
It pitches in the game. while UCA hurlers threw 1(6.
:Cory Hodskins led off with a four-pitch walk to
b+in the fourth inning, then Cunningham singled him
to• second. Thieke stepped up and launched his first
•
carer home run, a three-run shot that gave MSU the
le at 4-2_ Daniel Miller drew a one-out walk, then
E ioi Frey singled him to second. Blake Helm walked
tolload the bases, then Kyle Tiernan walked to score
M)Iler. Frey scored on a wild pitch, then Brooks
Ttornton walked to load the bases. Hodskins hit a deep
fl ball to center field. sconng not only Helm from third
hik also Tiernan from second to give MSU an 8-2 lead.
'
The Bears plated a run in the fifth inning, four in the
silth, four in the seventh and two more in the eighth for
tht final 13-8 lead.
:'This is really the first time that our pitching has let
uldown." said MSU head coach Rob McDonald.
:)
•
: TOMMY DILLARD /
•
Eli)

Ledger & Times

t MYST (Murray

YQtth Swim Team)
s9'inmers will make
thl9 trek to Lexington
this weekend for the
Short
Kforucky
State "A'
Ciporse
Ct„,:impionships.
mers who qualS
include Robbie
ifi
Thomas
iing,
CFin
Cifing,
Lauren
son,
Nicole
E
Daniel
Mp ee,
Jesus
Mtfee,
Silpeiros. Nicholas
clgrass and Eb

tt

er

MYST SWIMMING

Eight is Great
MYST SENDS RECORD EIGHT SWIMMERS TO STATE
MEET IN LEXINGTON THIS WEEKEND
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Scarcely a month after Murray High
School sent an individual swimmer to the
KHSAA state meet for the first time, local
swimmers are making history once again.
Murray Youth Swim Team (MYST) will
send a record eight swimmers to the
Kentucky Short Course State "A"
Championships in Lexington this weekend.
The number is more than double last year's
mark, when MYST sent three swimmers.
MYST serves as a feeder program for

Murray's high school swimming squads
and competes in age brackets ranging from
six and under to 15 and above.
Under the guidance of coaches Rick
McGee and John Wand, the club sent 14
swimmers to the Kentucky State "B"
Championship swim meet in Owensboro
Feb. 29-March 2. There, the squad came
away with 18 new team records and 11 new
qualifying times for the meet at Lexington.
Several MYST swimmers qualified for
more events than they are allowed to swim
See SWIMMERS,28
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KHSAA GIRLS' SWEET SIX TE.ILN

Louisville Butler trounces Lady Marshals
OHIO CO., MANUAL, BREATHITT CO. ADVANCE IN FIRST DAY OF PLAY
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
AP)
Mariah Robinson
scored 24 points and capped
Ohio County's 19-point thirdquarter barrage as the Lady
Eagles defeated Rockcattle
County 60-56(0 highlight opening-round
action in the
Kentucky girls state basketball
tournament.
C'ounney Albin's tree throw
with 2.4 seconds finally sealed
the game for the 3rd Region
champion Lady Eagles (28-4).
who Friday will face the 6th
Region's Butler. a 65-38 firstround winner Wednesday oser
Marshall County
Manual will play Breathitt
County in another quarterfinal
game Friday after Manual routed South Laurel 68-34 and
Breathitt County rallied past
Rowan County 60-49 in other
first-round action.
Rockcastle County (23-9)
had a chance to tie its game
against Ohio County. but freshman Angie Lawrence could not
convert any of her three free
throws with three seconds left
after being fouled on a desperation 3-point attempt.
Rockcastle County, of the
12th Region, led 32-24 at halftime. then scored the first basket
of the second half to go up by 10
points.
The Lady Eagles then reeled
vitt 19 unanswered points and
went ahead 43-34 on Robinson's
basket at the 2 25 mark of the
third quarter.
That lead quickly evaporated.
though, as Rockcastle County
scored I I straight points to
regain the lead.
From that point, neither team
managed more than a tour-point
lead.
Jensen Kcown added 14
points tor Ohio County.
Sarah
Rowe
paced

PREP AND COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
Wednesday• Kentucky Prep Scores
By This Associated Press
Boys Basketball
2nd Region
Championship
Linrverstly Heights 40 Chnshan
eit
8th Region
Championship
Shelby Co 49 Gallatin Co 48
9th Region

Championship
Holmes 64 Coy Catholic 50
10th Region
Championship
Mason Co 82 Montgomery Co 61
15th R094041
Championship
Paintsinlbe 59 Johnson Central 44
leth Region
Championship
E
53 East Caner 32
Gins Basketball
State Tournament
First Round
Breathm Co 60 Rowan Co 49
Lou Butler 65 MarshaN Co 38
Lou DuPont Manual 68 South Laurel
34
Ohio Co 60 Rockcastle Co 56

JOE IMEL

Rockcastle County with 20 14 of 45 shots(31 percent) from
points.
the floor and committed 29
Butler had a much easier time turnovers in the loss.
in its victory over 1st Region
Manual also had an easy time
winner Marshall County as Tia of it, as Brittany Wilson scored
Gibbs had 21 points and 14 26 points and the 7th Region's
rebounds.
Lady Crimsons used an 18-2
The Bearettes (30-5) used a spun at the start of the game to
dominant
quarter, ease past South Laurel.
second
outscoring the Lady Marshals
The Lady Cnmsons (29-5),
(24-11t 17-5 to take a 12-14 continued to dominate throughhalftime lead.
out, leading as many as 35
Tiara Hopper added 13 points points in the fourth quarter
for the Bearettes
before emptying the bench.
Jessica Holder led the Lady
At the 3:57 mark of the third
Marshals, who scored in -ingle quarter. Manual led 53-24, and
figures in each of the first three Wilson, who was 5-of-5 from 3quarters, with 12 points.
point range. bad outscored the
Marshall County made just Lady Cardinals by herself in just

S

-

t •I

14-2 SEC) are clearly. the
league's top team. They are
deep. talented bunch that handed
No 2 Memphis its only loss in
one of die season's moat memorable games and made it to No. 1
for the first time in school history. albeit for just one week.
Tennessee's only losses were
to No. 6 Texas, No. 18
Vanderbilt and rapidly improving Kentucky — all of them
away from Knoxville.
"Number one, they're the
best team in our league. Number
two, they have as mudi or more
depth of talent as anyone in our
league. There's no drop-off
when they go to their bench at
all." Georgia coach Dennis
Felton marveled. "I wouldn't
just make them the prohibitive
las onte. I would make them the
heavy favorite."
Then again. Pearl placed so
much emphasis on winning the
regular-season title, some wondered it the Vol. might be

a

i•

•

Celebrating our 11th Anniversary
Come Join Us Friday El Saturday
March 14 Et 15 9 ant - 5 pnt
Nerf Bars,
Chrome Bed
Rails,
Runningboards.
Bedcovers,
Vent Vtsors,Hood
Scoops,VVheels,
Bug Shiekis

1 ,

DoVETAIL
,r ;, I •
I't

AP

Butler's Brittany Harris (23) and Ma Gibbs trap Marshall County's Jessica Holder on
first round of the Girls' Sweet 16 at Diddle Arena in Bowling Green

Wednesday in the

•.•

*

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
KFIRN
cam
stuart_aleacinder.kefbinsitern

From Page 1B
NCAA brackets arc announced
'Tournament
Sunday night.
Indeed, while Pearl has
tournament
The
opens
quickly built Tennessee into one Thursday with four games.
of the niclotes top proemial. involving teams that finis/Pei,
he's fallen flat at this time of third or worse in their respective
year.
divisions: South t'arolina v.
In 2006. the Vols won the ESL!. Auburn ss. No. 18
SEC East, earned a first-round Vanderbilt. Alabama vs. twobye and had the ads antagc of time defending national champiplaying in their home state on Florida and Georgia vs.
(Nashville was the hint). Not Mississippi.
that it mattered Sinith Carolina
Tennessee, Kentucky. SEC
pulled oil a stunning 79-71 West champion Mississippi
upset in the quanertmals alter State and Arkansas will play
finishing six games hack in the their lust games Friday.
regular-season standings
"Our fan base is getting tired
A year ago. fennessee tied of coming down there and havtor the SEC. second hest ing to go home nght away."
record but lost in the opening Pearl said "We're playing for a
round 01 the tournament to ',SU. lot this time around. Not only
which Was a dismal 5 II in con- are we plaaing for the tournaference play
The Tigers ment championship. like all the
knocked oft the Vol. 76-67 in other schools, we're playing to
overtime
maintain our position and secure
Big Orange can't allot+) a No. 1 seed in the NCAA
another slip-up if it wants to see Tournament
History aside, the Vol% (28-3,
a -I" beside its name when the

I

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Call me today for a FREE quotc
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KS

•SEC

#
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•Swimmers

MARCH 14TH, 2008.

t

Pictures not picked up by
March 14th will he discarded.

131QTex.

)
1

tpcltrallersales.com

in program history with wins
over Samford and Eastern
Illinois to win the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament in
Nashville. Tenn.
Monday is the day when
the Racers and teams all over
the nation will learn of their
first round opponent and location.
The 2008 NCAA Women'a
Tournament
begins
on
Saturday. March 22 at eight
subregional sites around die
U.S.

r

:-)ports, Hunting, Fishing or
other pictures for
publication in the
Murray Ledger & Times
Sports Section and have not
yet picked them up,
please do so by

(270) 437-4943

- 1111111011" VOW 'AM

Time to dance: RSEC
host viewing party

If you have dropped off

Goosenecks
from 25' to
low Profile +Stundeurl

trader*

21 minutes of playing time.
Avery Jones added 10 points
for Manual in the victory.
Lauren Wombles paced
South Laurel (24-9), presenting
the 13th Region. with 16 points.
Breathitt County, the 14th
Region winner, battled back
from seven points down in the
third quarter to defeat the Lady
Vikings (27-6) of the 16th
Region.
Kendall Noble had 16 points
By MSU Sports Information
and 12 rebounds for the Lady '
All Murray State fans are
Cats. Amanda Southwood also 1. invited to join the Racer
scored 16, and Lenae Shouse
women's basketball team for
finished with 12 points and 14 ! the Racer "Dance- Party
rebounds.
' Monday. March 17. The event
has free admission and begins
at 5 p.m at the Regional
Special Events Center.
The evening festivities lead
up to the 6 p.m. announceprimed for a letdown in the SE('
ment of the pairings on ESPN.
Tournament.
Last weekend. MSU qualiThey already had a raucçius
fied
for
the
NCAA
celebration after routing niIh
Tournament for the first time
Carolina last svashend •
home finale. A championship
banner was unveiled, orange and
white streamers poured from the
rafters, and the players cut down
one of the DNS at Thompson- From Page 1B
Boling Arena.
in Lexington. Regulations state
Auburn coach Jeff Lebo that swimmers may participate
remembered a similar situation in no more than three individual
when he was an assistant coach events per day in the three-day
at South Carolina in 1997. The championships.
Gamecocks won their first SEC
For MYST swimmers Daniel
Championship,
romping McGee and Lauren Erickson,
through the regular season with however, that isn't enough.
a 15-1 mark, only to get blown McGee qualified for all II indiout by Georgia in the semifinals vidual events in his age group.
of the SEC Tournament.
11-12 year-olds. Erickson met
"We had not won anything in qualifying times for nine differa long time at South Carolina." ent events in addition to relays
Lebo recalled. "One we had she will participate in.
done it. we were not very good
For McGee. Erickson and
from there on out. You've got to Jesus Siqueiros, this will be their
keep doing it. It can work second consecutive trip to the
against you at times when you Lexington meet after going as
put so much emphasis on win- the sole representatives of
ning something, like Tennessee MYST last season. Siqueiros
put into winning the regular-sea- qualified for five events.
Other MYST swimmers
son championship. All of a sudden, you feel like you've gotten making the trek to state are
It. I know that's what happened Robbie Canning (100 fly),
to us a little bit at South Thomas Canning (four events).
Nicole McGee (50 fly).
Carolina."
Florida (21-10) has won this Nicholas Snodgrass (200 medtournament three years in a row, ley relay) and Eb Weber 1200
but the Gators no longer have medley relay).
players such as Joakim Noah, Al
For all eight swimmers, the
trip is the culmination of a seaHoriord and Cory Brewer.
son full of hard work.

ATTENTION!

In Si/es Ranging

‘;
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Wednesday's College Basketball
Scores
By The Associated Press
TOURNAMENTS
Atlantic 10 Conference
First Round
Charlotte 75 Rhode island 73
Dayton 63 Saint Louts 62, OT
La Salle 82. Duquesne 79
Saint Joseph s 80. Fordtiam 62
Big East Conference
First Round
Marquette 67 Salon Hall 54

Pittsburgh 70. Conannati 64
Vilanova 82. Syracuse 63
West Virginia 58, Providence 53
Big Sky Conference
Championship
Portland St 67 N Arizona 51
Big West Conference
First Round
UC Irvine 77. Long Beach St 83
UC Riverside 62, Cal Poly 54
Conference USA
First Round
Southern Miss 59 Rice 50
TuLane 48. Marshal 47
Tulsa 66 East Carolina 49
UTEP 71. SMI I 49
Mid-American Conference
First Round
Cent Michigar 6J Ei Illoris
59
Ball C, ‘,5
Michigan
E
Miami OFi,ol 69 Bullal, tiLl
Toledo 52. Bowling Greer 48
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
Quarterfinals
Comm St 75 Hampton 74. OT
Morgan St 77 S Carolina St 68
First Round
Florida AIM 70. Md -Eastern Shore 61
Mountain West Conference
First Round
Colorado St 68 Wyoming 63
Northeast Conference
Championship
Mount St Mary s Md 68 Sacred Heart
55
PecH1c-10 Conference
First Round
Anzona 87 Oregon St 56
California 84 Washington 81
Southwestern Athletic Conference
First Round
Alabama St 67 Texas Southern 49
W./SU 79 Grambling St 73

Thank You!

-This week alone, these kids
swam over 40,000 yards in
preparation for this," McGee
said. "They have put in a lot of
hand work and it is an honor for
them to be able to go."

TV,rads
TODAY
AUTO RACING
10 p.m.
SPEED — Formula One practice tor
Australian Grand Prix at Melbourne,
Australia
BOXING
8 p.m.
VERSUS — lightweights. Bobby
Pacquiao (28-13-3) vs Urbano Antillon
121-0-01 heavyweights, Tye Fields i391-0) vs Josue &CCU'S (15-2-0). at Las
Vegas
GOLF
8:30 a.m.
TGC — European PGA Tour
Ballantines Championship first round
at Jeiu Island South Korea (same-day
tape)
2 p.m.
TGC — PGA TOW. Arnold Painter
Invtlabonal first round. at Orlando, F
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 ANL
ESPN - - Big East Conference. Quarterfinal teams TBA, at New Von
11:30 sie.
ESPN2 — Big 12 Conlerence first
round teams TBA. at Kansas CoN. Mo
1 p.m.
ESPN — erg East Conference quer
fennel. learns TBA. at New von)
1:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Bog Ten conairencii first
round teams TBA. at inckenapoas
2 pia.
FSN — Pacific-10 Conference guar
*Anal learns TBA at Los Angeles
3:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Bog Ten Conference first
round Wenn TBA. at Inchenepoks
4:30 p.m.
FSN — Psollic-10 Conference. Oulu
*Anal learns TBA at Los Angeles
•p.m.
ESPN - Big East Conference Qua
,
ledmal teams TBA et New Vork
ESPN2 — Atlantic Coast Conference
lital round teams TBA at Charlotte
NC
a p.m.
ESPN — Bug East Conference ClUar
Winer Marne IBA at New Yon
FSN — Pacific-10 Conference- quarterfinal learns TBA at Los Angeles
8:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Bag 12 Conference first
round. teems TBA
Kansas City. No
10:30 II.fxFSN — Peclhc-10 Conlerence.
TBA at Los Angeles
NBA BASKETBALL
1:15 p.m.
TNT — Cleveland at Washington
1830 p.m.
TWIT --- Golden slot r Paw.

at
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DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available,
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

Misr, •••,•

in
ee
of
or

;

ilM Waned
Brian Freeman wit
riot be responsible for
any
Georgie
of
'Freeman's debts start' ,rig March 11,2008

BANCO
Murray High
.o. Booster Club
'NII knights of
Squire Rd.
„
b
h P• M on the
1,1 Sat of the month

it

14
i:Ot•
:•••:

Buying Gold,
Silver &
Platinum
Paying Cash
For You, Unwanted
Jewelry
03-15-08
9 AM - 5 PM
Murray Hampton
Inn & Suites
1415 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY

9

050
Lost and Found
FOUND Young. Neck
and white male cat
oery unique markings
Olack taii, front white
legs
in
Found
Glendale Church area

is

:

HELP wanted Iron
desk end housekeep
mg Apply in person at
Super 8, 9em-3pr1
PAINTER/BOOM
Operator Ten plus
,ears
experience
paintino on a commer
- tat or industrial envy
ronment with aerial
boom -lift certification
or 5 years of boom-lift
expenence Call 931
436-5353
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the tottowing position'
RN/LPN- Sat & Sun
13p-6a Work 12 hrs
get paid for 16 hrs. Or
if you need lull time
hours and benefits you
may peck up Mon 10p
Se
SRNA FuN time 6A-2P.
Anyone Interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in
person sit Green Acres
Health Cars, 402 W.
Farthing St. Mayfield,
R.,' 42066

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT TO THE
DIRECTOR: Student
Support Services (A
federally funded program of the U.S.
department
of
Education) Full-time,
12 month position to
begin
Apnl
2008.
QualificationS:
Associate's
degree
required, bachelor's
degree
preferred,
office
management
experience required;
experience
working
with database, spread
sheet, and word processing
required;
supervisory
skills
required, excellent typing skills required;
budget reconciliation
experience required;
exixtnence with at-risk
students
preferred;
proven written and oral
communication skills,
proven organizational
skills; TRIO programs
experience preferred.
blip ;//nws,Miu

tsyststemtueindiffigb
runts) McNair
March 28. 2008- To
Am*: Submit a letter
of application, resume
and
names.
the
addresses. and telephone numbers of at
least three (3) Professional references to
Velvet Wilson. Director,
Student
Support
Services, Murray State
University.
261
Blackburn
Science
Building. Murray. KY
42071
Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray
State University is an
equal education and
employment opportunity A.CF/D. AA employer

FULL and part time
positions days and
nights at Subway.
Apply in person No
phone calls please
FULL Time convenience store maintenance position available. Responsibilities
will include lot, building
and light equipment
maintenance.
Must
have drtver license and
dependable
transportation. Applications
may be pocked up at
BP Truck Stop, 2185
US HWY 641 North.
IMMEDIATE opening
for PT light facilities
maintenance
and
ground work. Call Joe
436-2345.
IMMEDIATE OPENING
Shipping and
receiving
personnel
needed experienced
with order processing.
warehousing & tight
deadlines Must be
organized with a good
attention to detail.
Forklift operation, computer skills & inventory
control experience are
helpful Dependability
& accuracy with calculations of company
records a must. Ability
to work in a close fast
paced environment is
needed Physical labor
involved Drug testing
& background check
required Competitive
wages and benefits
resume
Send
to
Shrpping & Receiving
Position
Box
P.O
1516, Murray, KY
42071
LOCAL cabinet company looking for experienced help Most be
dependable and able
to lift heavy obiects
Call for application
293-1X72

Bnilhasen of Flenust is currently accepting
applications for the following positions
• Director a Nursing of a 34 bed snit
• RN Administrative Nurse
• LPN Administrative Nurse
We otter competitive wages along with an
excellent benefit package Applicants must be
licensed in the State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street,
Benton, KY 42025
FOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

150
Help Wefts

is

The Murray Board of Education is accepting sealed bads for general supplies and
equipment to include athletic supplies & equipment, athletic equipment reconditioning, audio visual, automotive maintenance, band/music etippilese and repairs,
business forms /Custom. carpeting/flooring supplies & installation, custodial
supplies, equipment, & repairs, drug and alcohol tenuie, duplicating supplies,
equipment, & repairs, fencing supplies, equipment, & repairs, field paint &
equipment, fire extinguisher maintenance and inspection, fire/safety/security
'items, first aid/health supplies, furniture, hood cleaning & supplies, HVAC
Kupplies, equipment, & repairs, instructional supplies and equipment, laminating & binding supplies, lawn care/grounds supplies, equipment, & repairs,
library books & supplies. locksmith services, lumber & garden supplies and
mulch. maintenance supplies & equipment, miscellaneous/others, office supplies,
playground equipment & supplies, printing services & equipment, radio equipsupphes. dr repairs, specialty items (Art. Math, Science, Special Education,
etc 1, technoloici items, telephone equipment, supplies, & repairs, tires
- bus,
vehicle, or utility trailer, toner, tools & equipment, transportation supplies, trophies and awards, uniforms and video camera equipment, supplies, and repairs.
Bids will be accepted until 2:00 PM., Thursday, March 27, 2008, at the Murray
Board Office. Specifications are on file at the Murray Board of Education.
,Carter Administration Building, 208 S 13th Street, Murray KY 42071.
'The Murray Board of Education reserves the right to reject any and/or all bids.

No**

060
Help Wanted

VISA

BRIggS&d ST'RIPT7'014seeking a Tiuntan Resources generalist

Bnggs & Stratton is the world's largest manufacturer of air cooled
engines and is seeking a dedicated team player to provide human
resources support on second shift (3:00pm - 12:00•am).
Applicants mast meet thefollowing minimum qualifications:
*Bachelor's degree in Human Resources Management, Business, or
equivalent education and experience
•PHR or SPHR certification strongly preferred
*Minimum of one year related expenence in business environment,
preferably Human Resources
•Basic knowledge of principles and practices of human resources function
•Good organization and time management skills necessary to prioritize
and manage multiple assignments; ability to react quickly in a fastpaced, changing environment
•Good communication skills to facilitate work with diverse groups of
employees.
*Demonstrated skills in employee relations with good analytical and
problem-solving skills; ability to work independently and use sound
judgment in decision making
*Solid computer skills, proficiency in Microsoft Office; understanding
of all interfaces impacting HR function administration
HR Generalist's job will consist of the following responsibilities:
*Provide support in one or more functional HR areas, including but not
limited to: recruitment, student programs, employment, employee relations, benefits/payroll administration, compensation, organization
development, performance management, training. EEO/AA compliance,
diversity, special projects and record keeping
*Assist in the development and implementation of human resources
policies, procedures and practices
*Assist in the development of written communications and presentations to conununicate concepts related to one or more functional HR
areas for diverse audiences of managers and employees; des elop and
conduct training and presentations as required
*Serve as a resource to internal customers to solve problems related to
one or more functional HR areas; develop reports as required; recommend action within HR and/or customer
*Assist in development, documentation and reconunendation of continuous improvement of HR processes, procedures or programs to deliver
innovative solutions to meet client needs; maintain positive working
relationships with internal and external customers, vendors, agencies
and community organizations
Salary is dependent on education and experience.
Interested applicants must respond no later than March 18.
Please submit online retume to:www.briggsandstratton.com
An Equal Opportunity Emololer

HELP WANTED
Activity Director - part-time, day shift,
experience working with elderly.
Apply in person at

Hickory Woods
lAiettramont Contor

84 Utterback Road • Murray, KY

HELP WANTED
Resident Assistant - full-time with

benefits, day shift, training provided.
Apply in person at

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center
84 Utterback Road • Murray, KY
TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
4-15416 To 1.1-09 KY 08349751
OVERCAST/SYKES. MURRAY. KY
4-2•41111 To 12-146 KY 00349242
Itt TTERWORTH/BOYD. MURRAY,KY
4-2040 To 12-24-1111 KY /0349144
ELKINS/MORGAN, MURRAY, KY
4-2046 To 12-2046 KY //0345749
KDWLD FARMS. MURRAY. KY
4-2.5-11111To 12-2046 KY03S0241
MCCUISTON/CRI TCHER, MURRAY. KY
4-2046 To 1.1-09 KY 00244779
H.SHELTON. HAZEL, KY
Wage $9.13 Hr 3/4 contract guaranteed, all iools and
equip. furnished. Housing provided for those beyond
commuting. Transportation and subsistence pay.
after 50% of contract completed Apply for this job
at the nearest Kentucky Office of Employment &
Training. Division of Workforce Development
Office using job order numbers KY 0 above with a
copy of tins advertisement

,r•
Nurses Alde/CNA
PRN - Training and working all shifts as needed Must be flexible and mature If you would
enloy working with the elderly and a pleasant
atmosphere please apt* in person at
Fern Terrace 1505 Stadium View Dr. Murray
EOE

PART-TIME
Patien
Service
Representative 25-30
hours per week, M-F.
Growing
medical
equipment company experience preferred,
but not necessary.
Pleasant,
outgoing
personality a must!
Send
resume
to
Legacy Oxygen, 924
South 12th, Murray, KY
42071.
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
& MARINA
ENJOY WINTERS
OFF!
2008 Seasonal Help
Wanted:
Various Part time
Positions:
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
Boat Mechanic
Boat Repair Shop
Clerk
Grounds Maintenance
Great for Retirees!
March 10, Start Date
Accepting Applications
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Marina
12800 U.S. Highway
68E,
Benton, KY 42025
Call For Appointment:
270-354-6568

Consular,
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Went to Buy

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
060
Help Wined
NOW Hiring. Apply in
person only. Holiday
Inn Express Hwy 641
N. Murray
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sortie
DrIve-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone eons.
NOW taking applications for full time cook
and part time Food
Service positions. Full
time position includes
benefit package. Pay
depends on experience . Prefer candidates with previous
food service experience, but will train.
Must have positive attitude, neat appearance
and enioy working with
seniors Must work
weekends.
Preemployment drug test
required
Apply at
Glendale
Place
Living
Assisted
Community.
905
Glendale Road
OTR drivers needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A COL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087
PADUCAH Real Estate
April night licensing
class. 270-223-0789
deloiseadams0yahoo
COT

PART-TIME apartment
Maintenance.
Experience with
repairs. painting.
Resume to 108 North
12th St.

BUYING old US Coln
collections. Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOLD Gallery
in Benton pays top
dollar for your old
gold! Broken chains.
rings, ect. & silver
coins. We've been
buying gold for 29years. Gold Gallery
Hwy 641 Benton, KY.
Call (270)527-3372

111Rnn belOmild

COME visit our new
showroom! Replogle
hardwood
flooring.
9875 Hwy 79 South,
Henry, Tenn (731) 2432568. We are sawmill
to showroom. Pre-finished flooring close-out
special'
Discounted
and seconds, while
supplies last. 13,000
feet.
Sycamore,
Beech, Cherry. White
Oak in various widths
and finishes. Sold as is
$2.0042.50 sq. tt.
Come see us! MonThurs 8-5, Fri .8-4, Sat
8-3.
ND Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Protection
also. LG, Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
HOVEROUND been
used 5 times, new batteries, like new $1,200
Call 489-2656.
KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor
Parts and
Service 759-9831

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

101RIGGS&STRATTON

Arneles
For Salo

LIKE new baby items
(Jumper, bouncer, gym,
seat), boy's clothes 012 mo. largo and extra
large, girl's clothes 6X.
293-9387.
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into.
759-0901 or toll free.
877-455-0901

[
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270) 753-1713

11E1
Firewood
OAK dry wood, by the
pile, needs to be
moved.(270)527-7240
153
Noble dome Fat Sat.
UOUIDAT1ON Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go!
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left
Save
Thousands!' Call now
731-584-9429
***OWNER
FINANCE' •
NO CREDIT CHECK
Clean late model
doublewide. Country
setting, 3 bed, 2 bath,
garage, off 94E toward
lake 217 Cross Spann
Rd. Murray $4,500.00
Down, $585.00 monthly. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222.
-OWNER
FINANCE••
4 BR, 2-1/2 bath,
2,300 sq. ft. detached
garage. $4,950 down.
esseno, 144 Seth
Lane, 753-1011
**OWNER
Financing2005 24x56, 38R
2BA, $3.495 down
$595.00 month, 102
Gilbert St Hazel
(270)753-1011
'07 16x68 Northern
Built set-up in Hardin
2BR 1I3A.
1-800-455-3001
1997 16)(80 Belmont,
38R, 2BA, with outbuilding.
(270)227-9467
2000 Fairmont, 16x80,
vinyl siding, shingle
roof, 2x6 walls, northern
built,
nice
(270)489-2525
93 Mobile Home for
sale 16x80 2-bedrooms
2-bathrooms
must
be
moved.
$1,000/down. ph. 4354009 cell 227-4475
Senous calls only. Call
evenings only $7000

Fundthirst
WESLEY Allen daybed
with mattress, black, 6
months old. $400
759-0049 978-1539

_

SCRAP
CARS
,

2BR, 1 bath 5 miles
north
of
Murray
(270)752-0461
•

into
*' Savings!

her tubo Parts
753.5500

LITURSETIMES
Home Delivery

WASTE oll;, i pick
up used /motor oil
Drum exchange MDF
270-436-2215

V2.50

6 nso
I yr.

Rest of KY/TN

1SO

1Puryeas S Anchenen,

Articles
For Sale

3iso.-670.50

1

Local Mail

1
1
1

3 too.
-$33.00
6 too.
I yr. -.-..4104.00
All Other Mall
Subscriptions
3 mo.
-$76.00
6 inn.

t126.00

1 yr.
1
I Check

Money Order

Visa

NUC

Name
I St. Address_
1
City
I State
I

1

1
1

subscribe to the

WANT to buy child's 4wheeler for boy age 9.
call 227-8721 after 4
p.m.

BUILDING a barn?
Building
a fence?
Come see us for your
lumber
needs'
Premium quality-low
prices we are the manufacturer' March fencepost special! 6"
round 8' long treated
post $9.35 each Also
available: 3".
8 fenceposts 8' long 6ic6' 8'22' long 8"x13" 16.-22'
long Come see us'
Replogle Enterprises
2040 Lumber
Rd
Henry, TN
731-243-7268

2520 JO Diesel tractor
a syncro transmission
single hydraulics, wide
front end, good rubber
back, new on front,
only 2nd owner. onginai operators manual,
good tractor. $8,000.
731-642-8843
731-336-3875

1
1
1
1
1

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment tr)
Murray Ledger a Timex
P.O. Bo: 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 763-1916

1
1
1
1
1
•

CLASSIFIEDS

48 • 1 hursday, March 13, 2,006

('alloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TD!) 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
on, d Iwo Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting App11,.ation,
Office Hours 8 a.m.-

12 p.m.,6

I p.m. to 4 p.m.

Falba
NICE 28R trailer
pets 753-9866

no

Ikea Ts Mei
ONE bedroom apart
ment neat university
with utilities included.
year round rental
i 270)873-7328

2 3 & 4BR houses
Lease
&
deposit
required 753-4109
2BR, IBA. Cfl-VA in
VP/lances furnished,
no
pets
(731)498-8312.
2BR, 28A, house in
country. CoD/A. appliances
$500
mo
Coleman RE 753-9098

BERMUDA grass nay
square bales. $6
731-514-3832

1111111.

1 Bedroom apartment
clean and nice, all
appliances including
W D No pets
(270)436-5496
I OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starling at 5200/mo
753-4109

38R, 18A. Brick wIth
hardwood floors,
newly remodeled, no
pets 1710 Farmer
Ave
$700 monthly.
(270)293-4602

DUPLEX on large lot in
Carribndge 2EIR. IBA,
each side (270)9780505 (270)436-2051
Murray Laideor C Dorm tat/
Mi.Ad Notate
All reel else ahem...a Myra
n %elect m the Federal Far
Rowan( Ad, tele male.
4%11 ho
lay met
alas
w iseisaina
km bard as Nat oder. re.

E

rseiritad
a.62.1
1"W
er eat
le sae NW Sal rein
lenitabona or cinema.

Hue law. toted diunrnoution
in the tak, rental ix adverb...not
of real atair bawd on tack" a
addition to ear protected
under *okra{ law
Pie twill knoolnet Arrpt any
adannunic Sir real Nair wheat
at nut an
itban thr law All
rt.IN011, .11t

fl+,

I ni,wnwd

all drnallanio kJ wrrtnral art
uLablr ml an equal opyorto
nal hoe.
for Iletilrf awgam, .ith far
liousinK k,l,a•rtikint
; nryourI. ounitel
mem..
,4A- ROI

••••• ••••••
lionamaina,

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
/53-7668

1&2 BR apts 1 year
1011111" 1BR $35000
28R $47500 Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

t-BR APPLIANCES
included Partial utilities paid $300 Per rho
752-0458

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

BR

2
28A Garage. all
appliance. Very nice
9028 N 20th 850.00
per mo. 753-5344 7520313
2 BR apartment for
rent. (270)227-7951.
2EIR apartments evadable Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets 7532905
2BR duplex. 2BA.
garage No pets 7537457 or 227-3054
28R duplex, nice.
C/H/A. appliances fur.
noshed Venous loca
bons. Coleman RE
753-91198
near OASU Move In
free days 753-989"

JIM RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
renting
Located at liS 4th St.

MURRAY store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
•Sate & clean
•we sea boxes,
•We rent U-Hauts
753-9600

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGI
Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control
•All

753-3853
31148R, 28A available
now.
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9098
BR 2 BA duplex
CrhitiA
appliance*
Coleman RE 753-9896
3-8R Duplex, name
and deposit $700.00
per mo 2274375
BEAUTIFUL one bedroom with washer and
dryer Great location
Pet and smoke free
S400m0
includes
water 22643006
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom.
AJ appeenoas inductmg washer. dryer. 7595885 or 293-7005
-t Jorge, Me
EXTRA rict
new 28R. 2 Bath. ow
carpet. applenoss.
almost new. S595/rno
1410-8 HIhrood 7533018
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking apt:Micabons for 1 II 2tir units
Rent based on income
in1Pdrinent
409,91`I
‘
Phone
accessrble
412-8721
Mon I
Thum
10-12ent TOO No.
1400-0.14058 Ewa
Rowing Opportunity
NOW LEASING
I. 28 3tedroom Apt*
We accept ReCeon
8 vouchers.
Apply MIkt.Cd Apte
902 Pforemood Or
Monday.
VIscauscley. Friday
Phone 75/-404
Equal Housing
Opporlimily
TOO II -1004414058
SMALL iRA.
smoking apt upstart
serer pod available
now no pets
$200onci 753-5980
r war1 1
we. ‘.

10 acres north o
Murray
near
the
Marshall County line
Great building site
s45,000 call 293-7872
3 acre wooded lot with
pond in Sarloga Farms
subdivision. 293-7872
SARATOGA
3AC ,
FARMS back right Corner White fence in
front 270-519-2290
For Si.

Noii

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

2.1 acre commercial lot
on Lowers Drive Zoned
9-2 for Highway bus,
nese $175.000
203-7172

GARAGE office on
Paid lot sel-up lot a
used car tot $750
703-4788
OFFICE or retail space
evadable. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1400.
OFFICE space for rent
ol
(2701293-2098
cell
(270)5543319 home.

BOXER mix puppies
free to good Nome. 2
mahogany. 3 white
(270)254-0279
CA700013.free to good
Wow AA spayed.
neutered and housebroken
Cate front
dedirived 757-9247
DACHSHUND
and
Doberman miniature
puppy mix $100
293-9758.
DOG Obedbence
438-21958
AT Tenter puppies,
beaus old
(270)7534293

34 Angus lialencer
OilbvseA. &At soling
MercA 111, 11.15p.m. at
WU Expo Greer
InlonwaSon or celtiloras
de(27015584250
TV/14
II yr old be
14-2 beginners
horse WO (27013211OMNI

ollang

AUCTION

Saturday
March 15, 2008 10:00 A.M.
LOCATION: 1 3765 Lonnie Walker Rd Herndon,KY
°wow:Sob & Sandy

Brown

Rain or

Shin.

FROM HOPIUNSVILLE; Travel 107 South

thia

I & 2 brir apts No
pets Leave a message 270-753-1970

Murray Ledger & Timm

10 acres for sale. 2
miles west of Kirksey
on Hwy 464 with pond
and well on site
Excellent or tobacco
crops or building site
(270)705-4129
139 acres rear New
Concord. Trophy deer
and turkey hunting
125 acres of martimber
ketable
$275,000 293-7872

7 miles to the Herndon
Community, turn right on Lonnie Walker Rd and proceed 3 miles to
sale site

FROM1-24; Exit 73 and travel 117 south 7 moles to Herndon Turn
right for 100 yards then nght again on Lonnie Walker Rd and proceed 3 miles to sale site

For Sate
'•'0VYNER
FINANCE
No creda check, Clean
and nice 3BR IBA
home on lot in Puryear.
1.292 so ft . hardwood
floor
appliances
$3.900 down. $475
monthly. Call Ruth*
(270)753-2222
"OWNER FINANCE**
No credit check, private 3bed ?bath home
in secluded area near
take Recently remod,
eled including paint
updated electrical &
plumbing
127
Tearose. Hamlin KY
$4 900 Down $595
mo Call Ruth
753-2222

Groot toorlio•
1607 Kirkwood
Remodeled.
redeciwatet
nice appliances.
Move-re ready
Price reduced
to sell $119.000

cal 276.711341/30
2 or 3 BR 1 RA Home
on 1 acre land. Fenced
m beck yard with Ma
age bustling Country
living close to town
Perfect for pet owners
227-1500 or 293-4224
48/1/28A
BRICK
3.000 soft, Wong 2 car
garage, detached 6 car
New
garage/shop
CM/A. Now paint carpet, floors New refrigerator 2 acres, 2 miles
from Murray on 121S
759-9982
BY Owner- Brick 38R.
28k new paint. carpet. kid walkout base
merit, CAVA, new wee
pump. Worm VIIIrldOWS
2 car garage cock I
acre lend with mature
trees. Chortle Mier
Rd • nanutes from
Morey Cl 641 Norlh
$87.500 (270)7537549 or (588)7848477
Construction
NEW
Just
Fires/led
Saratoga It 48R 213A
contemporary home
24 hour recorded message 000-908-2789
eillenelOn 2081

ANNOUNCEMENTS
*Divorce without children $85.00. Divorce
with children $95.00
With
FREE
name
change
documents
(wife only) and martial
settlement agreement
Fast, easy and professional Cat 1-888-7890198

PARTIAL UST ONLY;
One order One check,
J D 4830 with Cab Heat & Air one owner • CASE IH 685 with Quick Attach One smart move' Save
Front End Loader • IH 684 • JO 9600 Combine Good Hours with Leader time and money by
Monitor • Melrose Spra-Coupe Nice Unit • 1995 Chevy 3500 4x4 41,000 making one call to place
actual miles • 1978 Chevy Tandem Grain Truck 20 Foot Bed • 1977 Chevy a 25-word classified in
Grain Truck 16 Food Bed • CASE IH 7 Shank Ripper with Cutter Blades • 70 Kentucky newspaJD 643 6 Row Corn Head • 3-BnIlion 9 Foot Culbpackers • While 435 13 pers for only $250 For
more information, conFoot Disc Chisel Plow • JD 5 Bottom 20 Inch Plow • 4 Row Cultivator • 8tact
the
classified
JO Wagons wit 25 Foot Treated Beds • 4 Other Flatbed Wagons •
department
of
this
Diamond Portable Tobacco Steamer • Diesel over Electric • Stainless newspaper or call
KPS
Storage
Building,
•
10x16
Tanks
Vinyl
•
Trailer
Saddle
Siding Very Nice • 1-502-223-8821
Tractor Weights • Water Tank with Pump • Large Upright Air COMpressOr•
BUSINESS
3/4 Inch Drive Socket Set • 2 Large Bolt Bins with Bon • Many Tobacco
SERVICES
Knives and Spikes • Spot Sprayer • Many. Many Hand Tools, Shop Items.
• Attention
Misc Parts, Etc.• & MUCH. MUCH MORE"'
Homeowners Display
For more information pleas. call
homes wanted for vinyl
Jon Goodwin 0 270-839-7235 or 270-522-4990. siding, replacement
augagmuts/gm After 35 years at terming Brown Sugar Farms (Bob & Sandy windows,
roofs.
Brown) hilve sold their term and aultionzed Goodwin Auctions to sex the above quak
Guaranteed Financing'
ty Mere Auction Style, see you sale dee
No payments for 6
Terms: Cash or check day of tab. NO BUYERS PREMIUM!
months. Low monthly
Lamb and restre•as tadllti•e wIN be available.
payments. Call Now 1•Announcements day of sale take precedence over all printed mate,.
800-251 -0843
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS

L- Goodwin Auctions & Real Estate
Jon K. Goodwin, R.E. Broker; Auctioneer
HopkInsvIlle, KY
(270) 839-7235

Cadiz, KY
(270) 522-4990

460
Hams For Sale
FOR-SALE BYOWNER 3-bedroom !bath 1200 Sq-ft Brick
home on 1 -1 ,4 acres
3-miles from Murray
4424641 -North CHA
Appliances, Carport.
Small Greenhouse,
Large Fenced
Backyard, Circle Drive,
Patio, 2/Room
Workshop, Small
Barn-Outbuilding,
Tractor Carport.
Chicken Coop
Storage & Tool Shed,
Large trees $89.900
Open House Saturday
9am-12pm
615-804-7444

1%1'01911A i I
1)1 III ICI I II I'
PASS, TN area
22 acres adioining
Tumbling Creek Good
hunting, great building
site $2,500 an acre
877-275-0543

STATEWIDE

is is (mates error refs
s ers foni
12711i7A1-11( Aft

SARATOGA II, New
brick home, 48R. 31/2BA. LR, DR.
Kitchen. Sun-room. tile
& hardwood, 3.250-sq
ft $349.000 293-2582
180
Michas

USED TIRES
11, 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

•99 Lew.. RX300
Siher/gra),four wheel
drht, moonroof
Greet coeididem.
S9.8•18.
270-753-9343
270-227-4869
'03 Ford
Escape.
98,000 miles, sunroof,
electric locks/windows,
leather. Excellent condition $7,800
270-293-3817

LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage. water
front lot, with trees.
storage shed floating
boat dock concrete
ramp
boat
111121lised Cars
Cali [
$275.000 00
753-2905 or 293-8595
Large 4BDR MATH
Bock home in
Southwest area Great
'
family home wow,
3000 so -ft and
almost 2 acres
$189,900 Call
270-753-7335 or
270-293-1449
MINI Fenn can be spat.
7 887 acres 38R all
with walk-in closets. 2
full bath, garden tub,
eat in kitchen w breakfast bar, all kitchen
appliances, pantry, utility room well built
deluxe home, cove
moldings, extra insuiabon, ect good tested
Well, 25 fruit and nut
trees, new barn Just
south fit Murray 1203
Tom Taylor Trail 270227-0860
Open
House Sat IL Sun
12:00-6 00pm.
NEW brick home.
Saral°911 Springs I.
38F1 38A. LR. DA.
Kitchen, Sun-room.
2.950 sq ft heated
$289.000 293-2582
NEW homes arid lots
in River's/4d Estates
located on Doran Road
South Come and see
what we have to otter
Matt Jennings 293
7872
RENT
to
Own
2-38R
Coldwater
home 800-986-2789
extension 2051

NEED A VEHICLE?
Click
awry no, arri•notorsaes"270-7534461
705 S 12th Street
Financing On
Selected Vehicles
2002 Nissan Maxima
SE loaded. 10.000
mile Nissan warranty,
silver,
six
speed.
90,000
miles
(270)293-3697
2001 Dodge Intrepid
$4200. 293-3515
1989 Mercury Grand
Marquis $700 obo
Call 759-9586

Sorriest Oftwed

LAM
LAWN SIR VIC
danvirena. Manic wing,
tenth(apting &
teal Vacuuming
Salailsalacon guaranteed
753-1816 2274611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
C! AI 1. Trl 1916

Hill Electric,
Since 1986

24 twentewnwit
Res Corn . &
I ensed & Insured
Nil jobs - big or small

753-9562.

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contract:rig
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
pink & tree work
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray 436-2867
ALL Carpentry
Home & Mobile Home
repair,
additions.
decks 227-0587,
753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE I PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

\When Bros.
Paving
lhrf

-iii Star.

759-0501
753-1537
L
E R 'S
Handyman
Service.
Odd fobs. Free sadists*. (270)782-0910.
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng *Decks
*Vinyl siding *All
Home Improvements
(270)9702111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstruction net
CUSTOM Yard mowing, tnmming years
experience (270)8045890.(270)345-2511
DAVIS Handyworks
No Job too Small
Small home repairs
roofing
decks
garages siding windows, and
doors
Insured
759-4418,
227-9484

• Attention
Homeowners Display
homes wanted for vinyl
siding.
replacement
windows,
roofs
Guaranteed Financing'
No payments for until
January 2009
Low
monthly payments. Call
Now' 1-800-251-0843
EOUiPMENT
FOR SALE
FROM
*SAWMILLS
ONLY
52.990.00-Convert your LOGS TO
VALUABLE LUMBER
with your own Norwood
portable band sawmill
Log shudders also available.
www.norwoodsawmills.com/300N FREE information: 1800-578-1363-Ext:300N.
FINANCIAL
*IRS Troub4es/9? Get
the IRS off your back
We can help--guaranFormer
teed'
IRS
Agents.
1 -800-427Minch
0790
and
Associates Our clients
never meet with the
FOR SALE
*Wolff Tanning Beds as
low as $28 a month!
FREE DVD PlayerOrder by 3/14/08. Call
ETS Tan TODAY' 8008 4 2 - 1 3 0 5
*we.np.etstan.com
HELP WANTED
*Cool Job Guys & Gals
Travel USA with a fun
business group. NO
E XP
NEEDED
Company
provides
training. transportation
A hotel S50041200 per
week after training. Cali
Sue
888-549-7888
Return guaranteed

CLASSIFIEDS

College -Panama City Beach
*Spencenan
(Louisville) seeks a Sandpiper-B•acon
healthcare Beech Resort. From
qualified
professional with rele- $59- FREE night spevant degree ancVor cer- cial (ends 5/23/08)
tification needed to indoor/ Outdoor heated
part-turns pools, slidea, teu bar
instruct
course in Ophthalmic nverncle. 800-488-8828
Must ivww.sandpiperbea:
Techniques
have clinical experience con.corn
in ophthalmic physician
SPORTING/SPORToffice operations. COA
ING GOODS
or COT certification or
candidate 'Gun Show, March ISeligible
Submit IS Sat. 9-5 & Sun. 9-4
required
resumes to Spencenan Hopkinsville Western
Kentucky Fairgrounds
College, Ann L Warren
(2800 Richard St) BuyHwy
4627
Dixie
Trade
Into
LouleVille, KY 40216 Sellor fax to (502) 447- 15631927-8176
Of
4574
TRUCK DRIVERS
iwarrenOspencerian e
HELP WANTED
calls
No phone
du
please. EOE
41
Truck
Driving
School Training for
'The National Center
Swift Werner & Others
for Hospitality Studies
Dedicated/ Regional/
Sullivan
(NCHS) at
Local. Approx. $50,000University has an open570,000 yearly. Home
ing for a Chef Instructor
weekly'
1-800-883at the Lexington cam0171 Open 7 days a
pus The ideal candiweek.
date will possess at
minimum an associate •Attn Drivers HOME
degree in culinary arts WEEKENDS!
GeT
and five or more years PAID 40e PER
of work experience in Tarp Pay & 6% Bonus!
the culinary industry at CDL-A & 6 mo flatbed
tne executive chef level exp. req'd. W.V.T. 800A bachelor's degree 246-6305 wvinv.wvtonprior teaching line.com
and
experience is preferred
Culinary *Driver- S5K Sign-On
American
certifica- Bonus for experienced
Federation
tions are a plus teams: Dry van & Temp
Sullivan seeks faculty control. Solo lobs also
with
applied
back- available: Regional &
grounds
who
use OTR. 0/0s & CDL-A
engaging instructional Grads welcome. Call
strategies to bring their Covenant (866)684experiences into the 2519. EOE.

mu,

C lassroom
*Driver- Home weekEmployment duties will ends! Co.
Drivers up to
providing .42cprn. 0/0 .90 cpm
include
instruction in lab and FSC. 1 year TIT experitheory classes to meet ence, Good
MVP.
course oblectives while Stable work history req
consistently
demon- Epes
Transport
strating and enforcing
( 8 8 8 )8 4 9 - 1 0 1 1
the centers standards www.epestransport co
of excellence
Send rn
resume
to
KNIGI4T
bgaskin0 sullivan edu *DoverTransportation EOE
Indianapolis,
IN
'Welder- We train you. Drvrsion
A Career that
All tools provided. Full works for
you! OTR. 7
pay and benefits while orv7 off. 4 on/4
off
training. Must be under CasuaV On
Call. 888age 30 with high school 346-4639. Owner
Opp:
diploma. Paid reloca- 800-437-5907.
-ea
tion, travel. 1-800-282- rnonthe OTR
Requirej.
1384
'Drivers: ASAP! SickINSTRUCTIONAL
On Bonus 35-42 crib+
-Attend College Online Earn over $1000 weakfrom home. 'Medical, ly. Excellent benefits
•Business, •Paralegal, Need CDL-A and 3 mos
'Computers, 'Criminal recent OTR 800-53fJustice. Job placement 8669
•
assistance. Computer *DriversCDL-A. The
available. Financial Aid grass is Greener at
if qualified. Call 866- PTL.
Students wel8 5 8 - 2 I 2 1 come- excellent training
ish•nv.onlineridewaterTe program.
Co. Drivers
ch.com
earn up to 46 cpm
**Can You Dig It" Owner operators earn
Heavy
equipment 1.21 cpm. 22 yrs of age.
school. 3wk training 12 max OTR.Mo
program
Backhoes. Forced Northeast! Co.
Bulldozers, Trackhoes Drivers call 800-84-8Local lob placement 0405 0. Operators call:
asst Start digging dirt 877-774-3533 ~kphnow 866-362-6497 or inc.com
888-707-6886
MEDICAL

County
•Crittenden
Board of Education in
Marion. KY. is seeking
superintendent candidates Contract begins
July 1 Application form
and details at %WM cnttenden kyschools.us or
www ksba org
Deadline March 31

-Absolutely no cost to
you" All brand new
power
wheelchairs
hospital
beds
and
scooters
Immediate
delivery Call toll free 1888-998-4111 to qualify
MOBILE HOMES

-4 BEDROOM REPO
•Home-Based Internet
"2006 Clayton 28 X 56
business
Flexible Excellent
condition
hours
Earn
$500
FREE delivery and set
S1000/month
PT.
up Easy financing
$2.000-$5000+
FT (502)867-7077
Start while keeping your
current
)04)
FREE 'NEW DOUBLEWIDE.
details WYraii k348 corn
Septic. electnc, drivearirn
way. block foundation,
'Now Hinng Welders
eperatianrei Did
gutters, water line, and
Weal tam,Windows a N.. Midwrights. Shipfitters,
landscaping On Your
sc,^
wwwin a r,
Penetrates, Sheet Metal
-.cot carSal"
Fair
Land ONLY $529/mo
Electricians,
270-293-5624
360 term, 6.25 APR,
Carpenters $18 to $30
84900 ATF (502)367FUTRELL'S Tree
Local
Mr. 7077
Travel.
Service
Roberts
1-866-672Trimming
removal
2677 1-615-473-3415
RF_AL ESTATE
stump grinding firefax 1-757-399-3275
*lake
wood Insured 489Homes for sale
2839
•Spencenan
College or Barren Rfvfif Lake' 2
(Louisville) is Seeking beautiful lake homes in
11 .10
s vvvoi
an
Anatomy
& Walnut Ridge Gated
\I ‘N. N1.1 \II \I Physiology
Visit
and Community
Microbiology instructor (wwwlakehouse corn)
ereeiJA & special pi.
• bestir ovinediopersied part-time with full-time for details Ad numbers
potential
Reports to 38758 & 27410 Phone
759-1151 • 29.1.271113
College Dean Teach in 270-622-0788 or 270293-27114
day division - lecture 793-4747
and
lab
Masters
( orantle
RESORTS RENTALS
degree
in
Natural
;/14; \Amble
Science required with •DESTIN, FORT WAL3301 St Rt 121N. strong background in TON BEACH. SOUTH
753-8087
Anatomy & Physiology WALTON,
PANAMA
and
Microbiology
CITY & PORT ST JOE.
Teaching experience FLORIDA. Best selecpreferred
Send tion of beach cottages,
LAWN care for
resume
to homes & condos On/MAW ads of
ibiair0apencenan *du line
Reservations
Calloway County
or fax to 502-447-4574 ewe SouthemR•sorts
Reeves Lawn Care
EOE
cam 800.737 2322
(270)247-6100 leave
message
EXPERIENCED Painting exterior and interior Free estimates 30
years expenence 293
9132

71,

*Drivers- Great home
time & pay' Company
or lease purchase
Health, vision & dental
Direct Deposit CDL-A
and 3 Mos Experience
Req d 800-441-4271
°Kt KY-100
•DriversImmediate
openings for Regional &
OTR drivers! CLD-A
wrtanker
req'd
Premium
pay
&
Benefits Cali 877-4843061 of visit us at
awe oakleytransport c
orn
-Flatbed
Driverspay
Competitive
Bonuses
Consistent
home time, great benefits Accepting recent
grads 23 YO. I yr OTR,
CDL-A
Smithway
Motor Xpress 888-6197607 *war srnxc tom
*Guaranteed Weekly
Settlement
Check
Join Wit-Trans Lease
Operator Program Gel
the benefits of being a
lease operator without
any of the risk 888
229-8712 Must be 23
'No
Driver
Truck
Experience NeededNo Problem Ohl-Trans
Trucking will teach you
how to drive Company
Sponsored
COL
Training Be OTR In
One Week 888-428E074 Must be 23

ROOFING Free estimate (270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

a

•
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NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No lob too small.
Free estimates
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

PLUMB Level
Construction
Remodeting
AcicationsiDeciis.
Floors, Water !Damage,
Doors, Windows
Rooting
All
mobile
Hume
Repair
Einck, biocA
Were not a handyman
Insured
759-4704 or 978-2391
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

1,‘N /()\
YEARRv's
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

I ‘11•

270- 436-S5117
270-97n-1 105

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of

• spraying Onions &
Dandelions Uming
• fertilizing
q 70)437-4407

THOmPSON'S Tree
Service,
stump
removal and brush
removal, tree estimates.
Home
(731)247-3098
Cell
(903)497-6965

Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls
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Friends of LBL planning
2008 LBL Photo Competition
"Fnends of LBL" formerly
known as The Land Between
The
Lakes
Association,
announces The 2008 Land
Between The Lakes Photo
Competition. This contest has
been inspired by Gene Boaz, a
tnend to LBL and local artist
1946-1999) whose love of LBL
and photography left a legacy
encouraging today's wildlife
photographers and fostering
greater appreciation of the Land
Between The Lakes wildlife and
as natural resources.
The 2008 Land Between The
Lakes Photo Competition is
open to all photographers, of
any age, who submit a complete
registration form and entrance
fee. If under 18, a signed permission form from a parent or
legal guardian must be included.

Members of the contest committee, contest judges and their
immediate families including
children, siblings and spouses
are excluded.
All photographs MUST have
been taken in or of the Land
Between The Lakes and will be
judged in the following six categones:
I. Mammals - Portraits and
Behavior
2. Birds Behavior

Portraits and

3. Small World -Tight Close
Up and Macro
4. Connecting People and
Nature - People enjoying the
LBL
5. Habitat - Landscapes and
plant life from wild areas
6.

Digitally

Enhanced

(Double exposures, digitally
stitched photos)
Only JPG files smaller than 2
MB will be accepted. Upload
your photo using the online
entry form on the Web site.
Repeat this process for each
photo entered. The entry fee is
$20 and $15 for members of
"Friends of LBL".
To enter participants may
submit and verify receipt of
entries
by
going
to
www.lblphotocontest.org.
Entrants may submit a maximum of three(3) photos per category. An image may be entered
in only one category. Entries
must be uploaded no earlier than
July 15 and no later than 5 p.m.
Sept. 15, 2008.
Prizes will be awarded during
our 25th Year Celebration of the

"Friends of LBL", to be held
Oct. 25. Details about the event
will be publicized this summer
and available on the webpage.
Winning photographs will be
exhibited at the Golden Pond
Visitors Center in the Land
Between The Lakes, local galleries and on websites including
the following:
www.friendsoflbl.org, www.lbl.org, and
www.explorekentuckylake.com
•Grand prize.. $500
• First place, all
gories...S300

cate-

111 Second place, all categories...$150
• Third place, all categories...S50
Send questions to conapetition@lblphotocontestorg

Soybean rust is still relevant for state farmers to monitor

'By LAURA SKILLMAN
Three years after soybean
rust first arrived in the United
States, it has yet to become the
,disease problem many had
.,feared. But a University of
•Xentucky plant pathologist says
.,it is acting as expected.
f "We've not been crying
'%wolf," said Don Hershman,
'plant pathologist with the UK
College of Agriculture. "It takes
awhile for the disease to build
Aip, and eventually conditions
„will come together. I doubt if it's
_going to happen every year. Will
iit be a one-in-five-year thing or
,a one-in-10-year thing? There's
...really no way to predict that.
:,You just have to be tuned in and
'lie ready to act when needed."
Rust can cause extensive

crop damage but can be successfully treated with timely fungicide applications. Timely applications depend on finding the
disease and monitoring its progression into the soybean growing areas from the southern
United States, where it overwinters on kudzu. Hershman noted
there are more than 12 million
acres of kudzu in this country,
primarily in the South.
"We are noticing that rust
seems to be moving north earlier and earlier every year," he
said. "Part of that is because
pathologists have learned more
about how to scout for it."
A sentinel network of soybean and kudzu plots from
Mexico to Canada are intensively checked from late winter until

the end of the growing season. find receptive conditions in
Pathologists have been success- order to multiply. Large spore
ful in identifying the disease and
movement does not require a
giving early warning through
major weather event, such as a
this system. Most of the finds 'tropical storm or hurricane, but
are on leaves taken from the can move northerly on normal
field to a laboratory for incuba- weather patterns. So far spores
tion and microscopic evaluation. have found their way into soy"We are having more rust bean growing areas and infected
finds with each passing year," plants too late in the season to
Hershman said. "In 2005, we impact the crop. But Hershman
had 40 finds and 239 in 2007. said as the disease develops and
Part of that is because kudzu is overwinters in the larger areas of
becoming
more
uniformly the South, more spores will be
infected. We are also finding available to move earlier in the
that long distance spore move- growing season.
ment is very common,and that's
Pathologists have found that
the scary pan."
producers have more time to
The spores can be lifted and spray than initially thought once
sent for miles during weather the disease has been discovered.
events, but these spores also They have also been able to prehave to survive the trip and.then dict locations where the disease

may pop up using three models
that consider spore locations,
spore movement and weather
conditions. These models were
used to successfully predict a
soybean rust infection in Iowa in
2007.
This helps prepare farmers
for the potential arrival of the
disease and allows them time to
spray fungicides to control its
spread. Timely findings of the
disease and the use of prediction
models can help to ameliorate
the disease's impact. Such tools
give farmers information to
determine when and if they need
to use fungicides to protect their
crop.
"The best defense is a good
offense," he said. "We've had
three years now, and we've seen

three different patterns. The first
year it went up the east coast.
The second year it went up the
east
coast
and
through
Kentucky, and this year it
bypassed Kentucky and went up
through Nebraska. The key for a
producer is to watch the seasonal weather trends and monitor
rust detections, especially in the
Deep South, from May through
July. Obviously, the earlier anything begins to happen the
worse off we are going to be the later, the better."
Farmers can monitor the rust
information
at
http://www.sbrusa.net or the
Kentucky Soybean Promotion
Board sponsored hotline 888321-6771.

Whitfield warns Kentuckians to beware of taxpayer scams

WASHINGTON - As residents across Kentucky's First
'District begin to file their annual federal tax returns, U.S.
Representative
Ed Whitfield,
R-Ky., is warning constituents
to beware of
several scams
currently targeting taxpayers.
"While tax
season this year
will, happily.
Whitfield
bring sizeable
,rebate
to
checks
most
,Kentuckians, it will also bring
more opportunities for con
artists to dupe taxpayers out of
their money, Whitfield said. "I
„am committed to ensuring
,kentucky residents have all the
information they need to avoid
'falling victim to one of these
scams."
Revenue
Internal
The
Service (IRS) has announced

that there are currently several
email and telephone scams
which are using the IRS name
fraudulently. These scams trick
people into revealing personal
and financial information such
as Social Security, bank account
and credit card numbers, which
can then be used to commit
identity theft.
If you believe you are the
victim of a scam or have any
questions, please call the IRS
hotline at (800) 366-4484. The
most recent scams the IRS is
warning taxpayers to be aware
of are described below.

Rebate Phone Call
At least one scheme using the
word "rebate" as part of the lure
has been identified. In that
scam, consumers receive a
phone call from someone identifying himself as an IRS employee. The caller tells the targeted
victim that he is eligible for a
sizable rebate for filing his taxes
early. The caller then states that
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BIRTHDAY
for
..HAPPY
'• Friday, March 14, 2008:
This year you could easily swing
from closed to open, from
fatigue to energized. from
,domestic issues to your commu.nity standing. Though these
;swings could feel like a lot, ultimately you'll receive the gift of
versatility from the new penduium in your life. Using this
.strength positively could define
your next year. If you are single.
romance buds, but at times your
sweetie could be a tad bit
aggressive or difficult. Be aware
of the negative and the positive.
..You don't need to break up or
commit. lust accept the person
'as he or she is. If you are
-:attached, the two of you might
-'have a lot of fun with you flexing so easily and so much!
:
. CANCER understands and
flows with you.
'ale Stars Show the Kind of
'Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
• 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
'1 -Difficult

3
•s

13L
I,,
28

,ARIES (March 21-April 19)
..t*** Others words might not
,•8xactly be music to your ears
„Could you have misunderstood'?
If you go on the warpath, you
'might never find out Let events
:play out, arid see what is really
voing on Don't whisper or tell
tales Everyone will be happier
Tonight Homeward bound.
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
,***** Your understanding of
a financial and/or emotional tie
could be different from the other
'party's Getting down to basics
and discussing what is going on
might be very important. Listen
to feedback and understand who

he needs the target's bank
account information for the
direct deposit of the rebate. If
the target refuses, he is told that
he cannot receive the rebate.
This phone call is a scam.
The IRS does not force taxpayers to use direct deposit. Those
who opt for direct deposit do so
by completing the appropriate
section of their tax return, when
they file; the IRS does not gather the information by telephone.

Refund E-Mall
The IRS has seen several
variations of a refund-related
bogus e-mail which falsely
claims to come from the IRS,
tells the recipient that he or she
is eligible for a tax refund for a
specific amount, and instructs
the recipient to click on a link in
the e-mail to access a refund
claim form. The form asks the
recipient to enter personal information that the scamsters can
then use to access the e-mail
recipient's bank or credit card

IN Jacqueline Bigar
is doing what. Tonight: A light
exchange could become heavy.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** If someone disagrees,
don't make it a big deal; otherwise, what had been intended to
be light, humorous and fun will
tali apart. Give up being controlling, and you'll find that others
are far more docile -- if not immediately, then in the near future.
Tonight: Treat a pal to munchies.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Take your time before taking action. You pick up moods
like osmosis. Knowing that fact
could determine which way to
walk down a pothole-ridden
follow-through
Your
road.
counts. Remember, not everyone has your energy. Tonight: As
you like it.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Use the morning, when
you are a barrel of energy
Others could find you slightly
offensive Of difficutt. A little diplomacy makes a big difference.
Your abilities to run the show and
get to the bottom of a problem
emerge Tonight: Take your time
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might not be comfortable with what is happening
on a deeper level. You react to a
pushy person Who wouldn't?
Being open allows much flow,
resulting in increased opportunities. Listen and share_ Tonight.
Where the crowds are
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** Everyone has an issue
at the present erne! Try to work
through another's sassiness If
you cannot get to the root of the
problem. establish boundanes.
Others eye your style, as you are
in the limelight. Tonight. Be more
aware of others.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***It Don't allow others to
interfere with an important rela-

tionship. You have every reason
to be difficult or touchy. Listen to
feedback knowing there are
opportunities as of yet unseen.
Ingenuity could be the hallmark
of the afternoon. Tonight: Opt for
offbeat.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You might resent someone's pounding, and for good
reason. Evaluate and understand what is happening. If you
think that someone really cares,
don't test this person by aggravating him or her! Be reasonable. Tonight: A close conversation
CAPRICORN (Dee. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Even if your routine seems
boring, know that you are coming to the end of the workweek.
Decide how and with what you
would like to infuse your life.
Someone you know could be
pushy or angry. Tonight Opt not
to be alone!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 213-Feb. 18)
**** Right now, your mind
knows no limit. Try to guide your
thoughts rather than take an
emotional risk Your ability to
change courses and head in new
directions emerges. Listen to the
voice of reason. Tonight: As you
like
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Greet the tortoise in you as
you drag around. If a fight erupts,
consider using that energy to get
going. Once energized. your creativity flows. A relationship is in
the process of change Don't
push a child or loved one.
Tonight: Lead the weekend celebrations

account.
This e-mail is a phony. The
IRS does not send unsolicited email about tax account matters
to individual, business, taxexempt or other Yaxpayists.
Filing a tax return is the only
way to apply for a tax refund.
The only official IRS Web site is
located at www.irs.gov.
-

Audit E-Mall
Another new scam contains
features not seen before by the
IRS. The e-mail notifies the
recipient that his or her tax
return will be audited, a technique calculated to get almost
anyone's attention. Unusual for
a scam e-mail, it may contain a
salutation in the body addressed
to the specific recipient by
name. Most scam e-mails seen
by the IRS are sent using the
same technique used by spammers, in which hundreds of
thousands of messages are sent
to potential victims based on
Internet address. Because of the

volume, the typical scam e-mail
is not personalized.
This e-mail instructs the
recipient to click on links to
complete forms with personal
and account information, which
the searruners use to commit
identity theft. This e-mail is a
phony. The IRS does not send
unsolicited, tax-account related
e-mails to taxpayers.

puter hard drive, giving someone remote access to the computer, or it could look for passwords and other information and
send them to the scamster. There
are other types of naalwaxe,as
well. The uris contained in the
link are not legitimate IRS Web
addresses. All IRS.gov Web
page addresses begin with
http://www.irs.gov/.

Changes to Tax Law

Paper Check Phone
Call

This
e-mail
bogus
is
addressed
to
businesses,
accountants and "Treasury"
managers. It instructs them to
download information on tax
law changes by clicking on a
series of links to publications on
businesses, estate taxes, excise
taxes, exempt organizations and
IRAs and other retirement plans.
The IRS believes that clicking
on a link downloads malware
onto the recipient's computer.
Malware is malicious code that
can take over the victim's com-

In a current telephone scam,
a caller claims to be an IRS
employee
who is calling
because the IRS sent a check to
the individual being called. The
caller states that because the
check has not been cashed, the
IRS wants to verify the individual's bank account number. In
reality, the IRS leaves it entirely
up to the individual to choose to
cash or not cash a paper check.
The IRS does not contact taxpayers to verify account information.

Purrfic
I know about my cats. We
have cats and cats have minds
of their own. Vte have a family cat named Cocco and a
barn cat name Mischief. Some
the treats we do for them is
listed below, but remember if
your cat does not like the
first one try again.
Tuna Treats
By Cocco
1/2 C. whole wheat flour
1/2 C. nonfat, dry, powdered
By Mr. Morn - milk
Mark Anderson
1/2 can tuna, in oil or 1/2
C. cooked cluden. chopped into small pieces
1 T. vegetable oil or cod liver oil
1 large egg, beaten
1/4 C. water
catnip (Optional)
Preheat oven to 350°F. and grease cookie sheets
with cooking spray.
In large bowl, mash the tuna (or chicken) into
smaller pieces. Add flour and milk. Mix well. Add
water and oil Mix well again. Beat egg in separate dish until egg gets a foamy texture. Add to
mil, Mix well The dough mix will be sticky.
Shape dough into small bite size balls, about
the size of a marble. Place balls on greased cookie sheets. Flatten balls with hand.
Bake for 10 minutes. Remove treats from oven
wait five minutes and turn treats over so other
side will cook. Bake 10 more minutes or until
golden brown in color.
Place treats on cookie rack to cool. Cool for
15 minutes.
You can add the catnip in the recipe or spnnkle on top of treats.
Store in air tight container and store in fridge
or cool dry place.

Tried & True
Recipes

I t. catnip
I large egg
I13 C. milk
2 T. wheat germ
1/3 C. powdered milk
I T. unsulfered molasses
2 T. butter or vegetable oil
Preheat oven to 350°F.
Mix dry ingredients together. Add molasses, egg,
oil and milk. Roll out flat onto oiled cookie sheet
and cut into small, cat bite-sized pieces.
Bake for 20 minutes. Let cool and store in
tightly sealed container
Barn Fellnes
By Cocco
I C. chicken, boiled
1/4 C. steamed fresh broccoli
1/4 C. steamed shredded carrots
chicken broth
Mix all the ingredients with enough chicken
broth to hold it together. This same recipe can be
used with fish (broil until it flakes.) And you can
also vary the recipe by adding rice or other vegetables.
•••

Cat Munchles
By Crazy Cat
1/2 C. canned mackerel. drained
1 C. whole-grain bread crumbs
1 T. vegetable oil
I large egg. beaten
1/2 t. brewer's yeast, optional
Preheat oven to 350°F.
In a medium-sized bowl, mash the mackerel
with a fork into tiny pieces. Combine it with the
remaining ingredients and mix well.
Drop mixture by 1/4 teaspoonfulg onto a greased
cookie sheet. Bake for 8 minutes. Cool to room
temperature and store in an airtight container in
the refrigerator.

•••

BORN TODAY
Genius Albert Einstein (1879),
actor Michael Caine (1933),
bandleader Les Brown (1912)
•
•
•

Cocco Cookies
By Mischief
I C. whole wheat flour
1/4 C. soy flour

•••

When
'That's a
by email
write Mr

you are PURRFIC you can only say
keeper'. Please keep the recipes coming
us at mrrnommurray@bellsouthmet or
Mom at MurrayLedger &
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1 Woolly animal
4 Bug
8 Not outgoing
11 PC system
13 Vast region
14 — kwon do
15 Club rules
17 Fall
19 Unsuitable
21 Terhune collie
22 Kind of collar
24 Bottom line
26 Famous hotelier
29 Dodge
31 Schrnooze
33 Be billed
34 Richmond loc
35 Tony•winner
— Hagen
37 Pool length
39 Dash size
40 Flightless bird
42 Joule fraction
44 Looked intently
46 Fly off the handle
48 New England
cape

50 Fresca or 7-Up
51 Stein filler
53 Lone Ranger s
pal
55 Beeped
58 Hue and cry
61 Explain further
62 Mild onion
64 Dried-up
65 Crinese restaurant trestle
66 Arms the alarm
67 Hairstyles
DOWN
1 Massage
2 Even one
3 Surroundings
4 Huffs and putts
5 Plural indicator
6 Narrow inlet
7 Sledgehammer
8 Artist s rental
9 Smokehouse
hanger
10 Kyoto cash
12 'Kubta Khan
locale

Answer to Previous Puzzle
ADAM
121AR
KINK
RUDE
RAE
AGUE
ABED
ORE
YOKE
LAB
RELAX
LOU
GYPSY
HINDERS
LIME
OOZE
HCIN
MIDI
ANNO
GELATIN
E N S
UHAUL
ADS
IRAN
CILUE1 END
MEI
MEG
RIAN E
SIMIAM
ODDS fin E

EMINI Pm
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16 Seattle loc
18 Paving rnatenal
20 Barge pusher
22 Flu symptom
23 Bur o
alternative
10

MEM ME
NM
MOM ME= ME
MENEM MEM=
MEM MINI
MAME MEd Mad
MEM MEd MEM
ME Mild Mid
MEM MEd MEd=
MEd Mid MIME
MEM MUM=
MAMMEM ANIMA
MEM MIMI MIMI
AMM al= MI

25 'Bien
opposite
27 Wool fabric
28 'The Prisoner
of -30 Bastille Day
season
32 Sack
36 Electric bridge
38 Spaghetti and
linguine
41 Kampala s
nation
43 Came down
with
45 Sped
47 North Woods
roamer
49 Wharves
52 Underwater
shockers
54 Chicago Cubs
org
55 Bowler
56 Keats opus
57 Joey or Kilo
59 Pizarro s
guest
60 Lawyer s
63 Movie alien

